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Introduction 
 
 
 
 
1.1 Planning for Fernridge’s Future 
The Fernridge neighbourhood is a southern-most part of Brookswood-Fernridge area and surrounds, 
and contributes to the building of a complete, climate resilient, low carbon community, which will meet 
the needs of local residents through an entire lifetime.  The Fernridge Neighbourhood Plan seeks to 
establish a high quality of life for residents, business owners and employees, as well as incorporate 
robustness given a dynamic and uncertain future.  The Plan is based on the Neighbourhood Goals of 
nature conservation, completeness, walkable, place of distinction and exemplary design, 
complementing other neighbourhood plans in Brookswood-Fernridge community.  The Plan 
incorporates a range of housing, local commerce, recreation, public and nature spaces that support 
the physical and social environments for people who will call this place home. 
 
Distinguishing features of Fernridge are several important environmental amenities that benefit the 
neighbourhood and the entire community including Little Campbell River and the Little Campbell River 
Wetlands (situated in former Horne Pit aggregate mine), the Campbell Valley Regional Park situated 
immediately on the southern boundary of the neighbourhood, the most densely forested 
neighbourhood in all of Brookswood-Fernridge comprised of vast stands of both young and mature 
forest and trees, and amazing views and vistas, including Golden Ears and the rest of the Coast 
Mountains to the north and Mount Baker to the southeast. 

1.2 Relationship to Other Plans 
The Fernridge Neighbourhood Plan document sets out the Neighbourhood Character Goals and 
Policies that will shape growth and change in the Fernridge area over the next 25 years and beyond.  
The Fernridge Plan provides an overall development framework for the neighbourhood and 
establishes policies related to land use, parks and open space, greenways and pedestrian 
connections, place making and identity, mobility and transportation, utilities, financial strategy and 
implementation.  This Plan relies on and is grounded in the Vision and Guiding Principles that form 
part of the Brookswood-Fernridge Community Plan (BFCP). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 
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The Neighbourhood Plan for Fernridge aligns, complements, further implements the policies of the 
Official Community Plan (OCP) for the Township of Langley as well as the BFCP (see Figure 1).   
Policies in both of these ‘higher-order’ Plans still apply.  However, if there is a conflict between a policy 
in these other two Plans and this Neighbourhood Plan, the Fernridge Neighbourhood Plan policy takes 
precedence.  Also, there are other key municipal plans and strategies, and guiding documents, as 
delineated in the BFCP, and as added too and amended from time to time, that contribute to the 
policies contained in this Plan and build on one another to guide development in the Fernridge area.   
 
Lastly, the Plan is accompanied by an Engineering Services Plan – a companion document to the 
Township of Langley Subdivision and Development Servicing Bylaw – that identifies the location and 
capacity of existing and proposed future infrastructure, including transportation, water, sewer, and 
rainwater management facilities.  The Public + Publicly-Accessible Space Pattern Book is also a 
companion to the Fernridge Neighbourhood Plan, which outlines the ‘finishes’ and design details that 
will be incorporated into public and quasi public spaces in the Fernridge area. 
 
 
1.3 Plan Area 
The Fernridge Neighbourhood Plan area encompasses 276 hectares (681 acres) and is located in the 
mid-western area of Brookswood-Fernridge in the Township of Langley.  The Fernridge 
neighbourhood is immediately east of the City of Surrey and south of the new neighbourhood of 
Fernridge.  The southern boundary of this neighbourhood is adjacent to the Agricultural Land Reserve 
of south Langley, a portion of which is home to the Campbell Valley Regional Park.  The close 
proximity of 16 Avenue, in addition to 200 Street and 24 Avenue, ensures convenient access to other 
areas in the Township, and points beyond.  The Fernridge neighbourhood area is generally bounded 
by 196 Street (west), 28 Avenue (north), 204 Street (east), 20 Avenue and a small portion of 16 
Avenue (south).  The Fernridge Neighbourhood Plan area is delineated in Figure 2 (following page). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Township of Langley Land Use Planning Framework 
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Figure 2. Fernridge Neighbourhood Plan Boundary 
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1.4  Plan Purpose + Process 
The purpose of the Plan is to chart a course for the future of the Fernridge Neighbourhood.  This 
Neighbourhood Plan for Fernridge, along with the companion documents, is Council’s ‘playbook’ for 
guiding growth and change in the neighbourhood.  As illustrated below (see Figure 3), the Plan was 
prepared through a comprehensive public engagement process that incorporated public participation 
and engagement, along with detailed policy, technical, design and planning analysis that informed the 
neighbourhood planning process throughout.   
 
 
 
 
PHA SE 1  
ASSETS, OPPORTUNITIES & CHALLENGES 
 Endorsement by Council and forming the 

Neighbourhood Planning Team (NPT) + Fernridge 
Neighbourhood Planning Sub-Team (Fernridge NPST) 

 Prepared several background studies 
 Raised awareness of the project and the engagement 

process through Neighbourhood Dialogue Sessions  
 Gathered input on issues, opportunities & big ideas 

with stakeholders and organizations through combined 
NPT and NPST meetings 

 Held Public Open House (#1) 
 
PHA SE 2  
POLICY IDEAS + EMERGING STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS 
 Completed Neighbourhood Planning Primer 
 Prepared several Policy Briefs 
 Identified Draft Neighbourhood Character Goals 
 Conducted multiple NPT and NPST meetings 
 Gathered technical input and public feedback on a 

variety of policy themes 
 Held Public Open House (#2) 
 
PHA SE 3  
PROPOSED FERNRIDGE NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN 
 Finalized Draft Engineer Services Plan 
 Completed Draft Fernridge Neighbourhood Plan 
 Completed Draft Public + Publicly-Accessible Space 

Pattern Book and Draft Residential Zoning Schedules 
 Completed Phase 3 Public Engagement Events 
 Presented Bylaws to Council 
 
Figure 3. Fernridge Neighbourhood Plan Process 
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NEIGHBOURHOOD DIRECTIONS 
 
 
 
 
Great new neighbourhoods come in all shapes and sizes, but they don’t just happen by accident. 
Careful planning and thoughtful design are needed to imagine and create places that are walkable, 
vibrant, socialable, and livable, supporting a great quality of life for all residents.  Great new 
neighbourhoods contribute to the prosperity of Langley, attracting new people and new businesses 
that keep the municipality thriving and capable of adapting to change.  Great neighbourhoods such as 
Fernridge are the foundation of a great Township of Langley. 
 
Imagining a great new neighbourhood for Fernridge area begins with the recognition of the Vision 
(BFCP, Section 2.1) and the Guiding Principles (BFCP, Section 2.2) set forth in the Brookswood-
Fernridge Community Plan (BFCP).  The BFCP’s Vision is an overarching aspirational statement for 
the entire community.  The Guiding Principles establish a framework to guide and inform the policies 
of the BFCP and subsequent neighbourhood planning.   
 
To provide further detailed policy guidance, an Imagine Fernridge statement and companion 
Neighbourhood Character Goals represents the neighbourhood’s aspirations for its future and 
contribution to the broader community.  Both Imagine Fernridge and Neighbourhood Character Goals  
fully aligned yet provide additional policy focus and detail that further expound upon the Vision and the 
set of Guiding Principles of the BFCP.   
 
 
2.1 Imagine Fernridge ~ a Great Neighbourhood 
The Fernridge Neighbourhood Plan (BNP) acknowledges the interrelated, interdependent and balanced 
reality of complex natural and built environments, that informs and reflects a way of living that meets the 
needs of the present and its future, and encourages and enables continuous improvement and the 
exploration and adoption of new techniques, technologies and ways of operating in order to improve 
livability, functionality and lead to progressive change in these dynamic times.  The Fernridge 
neighbourhood is laid out within a highly connected, north-south/east-west street and block grid pattern, 
that lends itself to efficient use of space for both built and natural environments.  The Fernridge 
neighbourhood is dominated by a feeling of openness and trees.  The roads are tree-lined avenues, with 
wide sidewalks and planted boulevard strips and plentiful trees, both old and young.  Streetscapes in 
busy residential areas include low walls along the property line to accentuate the private/public divide, 
with fronting formal landscaped gardens that are open to the street, and dwellings that are visually 
separated.  All areas of the built environment of the neighbourhood are enhanced by a dense tree 
canopy and the sense of spaciousness is established and enhanced through a myriad of private and 
public spaces that contribute to Fernridge’s forested character.   

2.0 NEIGHBOURHOOD DIRECTIONS 
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Furthermore, lifestyles and public priorities change over time, as do markets, economies and 
technologies.  The FNP meets the needs of new residents in the near term, addresses the 
changing neighbourhood life cycle needs in the medium term, and provides the structure to 
accommodate neighbourhood transformation and adaptation over the long term.   The FNP 
provides for a variety of human necessities, activities and services, supports human health and 
well-being, sustains long-term biodiversity and ecological functions, incorporates and 
accommodates ongoing climate change mitigation and adaptation measures, and sets the stage to 
have a limited carbon footprint.  The FNP guides the building of a great new neighbourhood that is 
distinct, welcoming, responsive, long-lived and resilient.   
 
2.2 Neighbourhood Character Goals 
The Imagine Fernridge is buttressed by a quintet of Neighbourhood Character Goals.  These 
Goals, or foundational ‘building blocks’ of the Plan, are derived and reflect this Vision and Guiding 
Principles of the BFCP, as well as existing regional, municipal and community policy frameworks, 
policy analysis and research, public engagement input and feedback, and best practices in 
neighbourhood planning.   
 
The BNP Neighbourhood Character Goals define what the key outcomes the Plan is trying to 
achieve!  These Goals have been developed to both shape and respond to neighbourhood change 
and innovation.  These Goals also provide direction at all scales, directly inform the policies of the 
Plan, and guide individual implementation measures such as investments infrastructure works and 
services, park design, and a variety of neighbourhood and development patterns.   
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Goal #1 Fernridge Neighbourhood Plans For and With Nature  
Nature is a critical part of the Fernridge neighbourhood.  It contributes to the neighbourhood’s livability 
and to the health of its residents, business owners and workers.  Natural areas and features, in its 
many forms, contribute to the overall well-being, livability and character of the Fernridge 
neighbourhood.  Our understanding of nature has evolved such that it is no longer considered to be 
only found in natural areas.  Rather, our new understanding is that the natural diversity found in living 
systems (biological diversity), the composition, structure and function of these systems (ecological 
integrity) and their resiliency and ability to endure and adapt over time (ecological health) includes 
both natural, near-natural and human-made (mimic natural 
systems) components as well as numerous contributions 
from the built environment.  Furthermore, environmental 
change, whether human-caused or natural, has the 
potential to significantly affect the livability of our 
municipality and region in the future.  Nature in all of its 
forms has an important role to play in this fluctuating and 
uncertain context.  In response, the FNP directs the design 
and construction of built environments that incorporates and 
mimics nature, foregrounds nature conservation, which 
includes preservation, restoration, enhancement, and 
management and stewardship of natural environments, and 
incorporates current and accommodates future innovation 
that contributes to the conservation of natural systems. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Natural Area 
 

Integrating and working together, 
both natural and built environments of 
the Fernridge neighbourhood 
contribute to sustaining clean water, 
recharging groundwater, maintaining 
and improving clean air, contributing 
to biodiversity, building climate 
change resilience, supporting healthy 
plant, aquatic and wildlife 
communities, and contributing to 
livability, a distinct neighbourhood 
character and completeness. 
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Goal #2 Fernridge Neighbourhood Contributes to Completeness 
Completeness is the policy cornerstone of Fernridge’s built environment and guides the building of 
livable, health-promoting, and dynamic neighbourhood that residents can call home for generations.  
Completeness recognizes the Fernridge neighbourhood as an integrated system, in which the built 
and natural spatial elements are intertwined, and whose realization is more than the sum of its parts. 
 
Completeness lies at the core of the policy framework for the Township of Langley and the Region.  This 
policy framework guides positive change, development, and investments in housing, employment areas, 
public infrastructure, and community services and amenities.   Completeness strives to balance the 
social, economic and environmental needs of Fernridge neighbourhood residents.  The completeness 
goal will establish Fernridge as a place that offers and supports a variety of lifestyle choices, providing 
opportunities for people of all ages and abilities to live, work, shop, learn, and play locally.  
 
Completeness of the Fernridge neighbourhood provides enough housing to generate a population 
base that will support commercial services, community amenities and utilities, and public transit; a 
variety and balance of land uses, including residential and commercial, within a convenient distance; 
investment in and support for alternative modes of transportation including space and facilities for 
pedestrians and cyclists, and transit routes that connect one place within the community to another; 
and the design of adaptable and resilient neighbourhoods that respond to the scientific certainty that 
because of global emissions of greenhouse gases (GHGs), our regional climate and weather patterns 
are changing and will continue to do so.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Neighbourhood Completeness 
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Goal #3 Fernridge Neighbourhood is a Walkable Space 
The Fernridge neighbourhood is designed to be a walkable space.  Walkability is more than just 
pedestrian infrastructure (e.g., sidewalks and pathways): it is about scale and design.  The design of 
the Fernridge Neighbourhood is formed to encourage pedestrian activity and balances built and 
natural environments; is associated with social, economic and land use diversity as opposed to 
homogeneity; connects uses and functions; has a quality public realm and a quasi-private realm that 
provides opportunities for social interaction and connectedness, and ease of access to “green” space; 
has a high or ‘fine’ granularity that is comprised of relatively small blocks, human-scaled buildings, and 
a relatively large number of street intersections; offers equitable access to goods, services, and 
facilities; and contributes to active and healthy communities.  
 
Fernridge’s walkable neighborhood is also associated with specific design parameters. The 
connectivity of block and street patterns and the length of blocks are defined to support pedestrian 
activity. These considerations include identification of plentiful street trees and wide sidewalks, active 
and inviting frontages along block faces, and dense street connectivity. Attention is given to the 
incorporation of age friendly design and universally accessible design features.  
Fernridge’s design as a walkable neighbourhood also extends beyond pedestrian interests, as the 
ability to walk in a neighbourhood requires not only a type of mobility and means of travel, but also a 
type of sociability between neighbours, which together can affect the physical and mental health of 
people in the community.  Residential front porches to community parks and other social spaces at a 
variety of scales, are provided throughout the Fernridge neighbourhood. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Neighbourhood Walkability 
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Goal #4 Fernridge Neighbourhood is a Place of Distinction  
The Fernridge neighbourhood will be a place of distinction and valued.  The character of the 
neighbourhood will include a mix of elements in the natural and built environment that gives Fernridge 
it’s distinct “personality”; Every property and building, public space, nature conservation feature, and 
piece of infrastructure and there respective arrangement will contribute to the sense of place.  The 
visual and physical patterns of the built environment are defined by recurring characteristics, such as 
the green street edges of front yards, street trees and landscape features, and by the block and lot 
organization, orientation of buildings and integration with nature. These patterns accommodate a 
diversity of building forms and scales in Fernridge, while providing an underlying sense of cohesion 
that contributes to the “small” community identity.  Furthermore, these neighbourhood patterns in 
Fernridge will create quality spaces that accommodate and encourage creative activities, social 
opportunities and a place that people enjoy living, working, playing and learning in. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Place of Distinction 
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Goal #5 Fernridge Neighbourhood Provides Exemplary, Climate Change Responsive and 
Context-Sensitive Design 
The Fernridge neighbourhood will incorporate exemplary and context-sensitive design that is of a 
human-scale and incorporates both human-centred and nature-centred design principles.  The design 
structure of Fernridge consists of a ‘fine’ granularity at multiple neighbourhood resolutions, from the 
neighbourhood and precincts, to the block and lot, and to the distribution and type of architectural 
elements and finishes on an individual building’s façade, as well as the proportional relationships 
between the built and natural environments, the dimensions of a typical adult human body and the 
speed a pedestrian would travel.  The Fernridge neighbourhood will also integrate a nature flourishing 
approach at multiple neighbourhood scales as a means to improve climate change mitigation and 
adaptation measures. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8. Exemplary, Climate Change Responsive and Context-Sensitive Design 
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2.3 Neighbourhood Design Concept 
The neighbourhood design concept is formulated through an understanding of the broader, physical 
context, policy framework and the Imagine Fernridge and Neighbourhood Character Goals as outlined 
in Section 2.0.  The policy framework, – existing regional, municipal and community strategies, plans 
and policies – public engagement contributions and technical analysis, have also guided the formation 
of the neighbourhood design concept for this future human settlement.  
 
The neighbourhood design concept for Fernridge begins with and incorporates both natural and built 
environments, from coarse to fine spatial scales and including every design resolution in between.  
Aspects of the natural and built environments include preservation, restoration, proximity and access 
to nature, a walkable scale, a compact clustered development, low carbon and energy efficient 
neighbourhood system, and attractive parks, streets, paths and public spaces.  At the coarsest spatial 
resolution, the Neighbourhood Activity Precinct and the Single Family Precincts are the defining 
elements of the spatial structure of the Fernridge Neighbourhood Plan.   
 
The physical arrangement of these Precincts guides finer spatial scales and inform, among other 
neighbourhood structure aspects, block structures, street and lot patterns, building placement and 
orientation, environmental features and spaces, and arrangements and distances between 
neighbourhood and community destinations.  This spatial arrangement directly influences the 
everyday lives of residents in terms of where they work, shop and participate in recreation activities as 
well as their everyday travel choices. 
 
Accommodation of both of the natural and built environments through the spatial patterns of the 
Precincts in Fernridge, will provide for human activities, support human health and well-being, sustain 
long-term biodiversity and ecological functions, establish overall neighbourhood livability and 
character, and contribute to the development of complete communities.  Benefiting from these 
strategic opportunities and context, will ultimately become a distinct neighbourhood in the 
Brookswood-Fernridge community and is projected to accommodate approximately 9,200 residents in 
2,900 dwelling units at full build out. 
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The Neighbourhood Character Goals and Neighbourhood Design Concept are embodied and spatially 
represented in the Fernridge Land Use Designation Plan (see Map 2) and associated policies.  The 
Land Use Designation Plan identifies the residential and commercial land use designations in the 
Neighbourhood Plan area, as well as future transportation corridors, nature conservation areas, parks 
and schools, and other neighbourhood features and infrastructure.  
 
3.1 Land Use Designations, Corresponding Zones and Overlays 
The Land Use Designations are spatially represented and identified on Map 1 of this Plan.  The spatial 
arrangement of the Land Use Designations on Map 1 defines a future land use pattern by providing 
direction on the location, use, building types and density for all properties in the Fernridge area.  Some 
Land Use Designations remain aligned with the current use of land and vice versa, and other Land 
Use Designations provide for a future use or development outcome than what the current use exists at 
time of adoption of the plan. 

The Land Use Designations and companion policies, which represent a balanced outcome of public input 
and feedback, technical analysis, existing policy and best planning practices, will be used to guide the 
development approvals process and public investments through to the full build out of the neighbourhood. 
 
The Township’s Zoning Bylaw, among others, further shapes land use by delineating requirements of 
development for individual properties and development assemblies.  In order to ensure that the policy 
directions of the policies of the Fernridge Neighbourhood Plan are achieved, Table 1 specifies the 
Corresponding Zones of the Zoning Bylaw that may be applied to the Land Use Designations as part 
of rezoning consideration.   
 
Policies: 
 
1. Use the Land Use Designation Map (Map 1) to identify where different types of development are 

planned to achieve a development pattern that supports the Neighbourhood Character Goals. 
 
2. Use the policies of this Neighbourhood Plan, relevant policies of the Brookswood-Fernridge 

Community Plan and the corresponding Zones for each Land Use Designation, as delineated in 
Table 1 below, to direct the land-use pattern, as well as form, scale and density of development 
to achieve the desired outcomes that are aligned with the Neighbourhood Character Goals.  

 
 

3.0 NEIGHBOURHOOD LAND USE 
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Table 1: Land Use Designations and Corresponding Zones 
Map 1 
Colour Land Use Corresponding Zone 

 Single Family 
Residential 1 (SF 1) 

SR-2 
P-1 Civic Institutional 
 

 Single Family 
Residential 2 (SF 2) 

R-1E 
P-1 Civic Institutional 
P-2 Community Care Facility 

 Single Family 
Residential 3 (SF 3) 

R-1F (new) Rear and Front loaded – more typical lot 
configuration  
R-1G (new) Shallow-Wide, Rear and Front Loaded 
MP-1 (new) 2, 3 and 4 Dwelling Unit, Rear and Front Loaded 
PN-1 (new) Pocket Neighbourhood 
MH-1 Residential Manufactured Home Park Zone 
P-1 Civic Institutional 
P-2 Community Care facility 

 Rowhouse RH-1 (New) Residential Rowhome 
 

 Townhouse RM-5 (New) Townhouse 
 

 Manufactured Home 
Park  

MH-1 Residential Manufactured Home Park Zone 

 Commercial Village  CD Zone 
 

 Institutional P-1 Civic Institutional 
 

 Park and Open Space P-1 Civic Institutional 
 

 Aquatic Conservation P-1 Civic Institutional 
 

 

3. Comprehensive Development (CD) zoning is expressly identified for the Commercial Village 
Land Use Designation.  The use of Comprehensive Development (CD) zones may be 
considered, as determined by the General Manager of Community Development, for residential 
and institutional Land Use Designations of this Plan, based on the following conditions:  

a. The proposed development is of a scale, character, or complexity requiring comprehensive 
planning and implementation that is not reasonably regulated by Corresponding Zones; and 

b. The proposed application of CD zoning for a proposed development is considered appropriate 
for the site, having complete implementation of the policies and objectives of the Brookswood-
Fernridge Community Plan, this Plan and any other applicable municipal plan, policy or 
regulations; and 
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b. Design all principle-use buildings to meet the Net-Zero Energy Ready or the Passive House 
building standard.  These two building standards are ones that have been designed and 
built to a level of performance such that it could, at some point in the reasonable near future 
provide the addition of solar panels or other renewable, on-site energy generation 
technologies, achieve a net-zero energy performance. 

 
3.2 General Land Use Policies 
The Following policies apply across multiple land use designations in the Fernridge neighbourhood. 
 
Policies: 
 
All Residential, Commercial and Institutional Land Use Designations: 
1. Facilitate nature conservation, utility infrastructure and development of a variety of land uses 

based on the Fernridge Land Use Designation Plan, Map 2 
 
2. Obtain a Development Permit in accordance with Section 488 (1) (e), (f), (h) and (j) of the Local 

Government Act (LGA) for development on lands within the Fernridge Neighbourhood as 
outlined by the Development Permit Areas on Map 11 of the Brookswood-Fernridge Community 
Plan (BFCP), in order to achieve quality and energy efficient site and architectural design.  

 
3. Obtain a Development Permit (Development Permit Area E – Nature Conservation) in 

accordance with LGA s.488 (1) (a), (b) and (i) for the development of relevant lands within the 
Fernridge Neighbourhood Plan area as outlined by the Development Permit Areas on Map 12 of 
the Brookswood-Fernridge Community Plan, to identify and allocate a minimum twenty-six (26%) 
percent of the net developable land area of each development site for Terrestrial Nature 
Conservation areas.  Beyond the intrinsic values of the natural environment, these Terrestrial 
Nature Conservation Areas will support the efforts for an ecologically healthy and biodiverse 
natural spaces that provide groundwater recharge areas, provide a mitigation and adaption 
measure related to impacts of climate change (e.g., extreme heat events), and provide a 
noteworthy contribution to the treed character of the neighbourhood and meeting the 
neighbourhood forestry tree canopy target for the Fernridge Neighbourhood.  Refer to Section 4.0 
of this Plan for further policies related to the specifics of establishing Nature Conservation Areas. 

 
4. Obtain a Development Permit (Development Permit Area F – Wildfire Hazard) in accordance with 

LGA s.488 (1) (a) and (b) for the protection of development, the neighbourhood forest and 
groundwater from hazardous conditions associated with wildfires as outlined by the Development 
Permit Areas on Map 12 of the Brookswood-Fernridge Community Plan.  Incorporate FireSmart 
BC recommended materials and construction practices, including the use of fire retardant roofing, 
fire resistive materials for decks, porches, balconies, and siding, tempered or multi-glazed 
windows, as well as screening of eaves, attics, roof vents and other exterior openings, for all 
development and habitable buildings and structures adjacent to Terrestrial and Aquatic Nature 
Conservation Areas – both those existing and those established through re-zoning and land 
development applications – as well as treed park areas and treed riparian areas adjacent to 
protected waterbodies (e.g., lakes, ponds, wetlands and watercourses). 
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5. Calculate development density for lands designated as Single Family 1, Single Family 2, Single 
Family 3, and Rowhouse based on minimum lot sizes and other relevant Plan policies of said 
Land Use Designations.  Calculate development density for lands designated as Townhouse, 
Commercial Village, and Institutional on the basis Floor Space Ratio, as defined by the 
Township of Langley Zoning Bylaw, in relation to developable land area.  Developable land area 
is net of lands (undevelopable areas) dedicated for street, lane and trail rights-of-way, lands 
dedicated for park spaces (e.g., neighbourhood greenways), lands below the top-of-bank for 
protected waterbodies and riparian setback areas above (secured through Schedule 3 
Development Permit Areas: Streamside Protection and Enhancement of the Township’s 
municipal-wide Official Community Plan, Bylaw 1979 No. 1842), lands dedicated for Terrestrial 
and Aquatic Nature Conservation Areas, lands to accommodate rainwater detention ponds, and 
easements/rights-of-way for electrical transmission, gas pipelines and other utilities. 

 
6. Design appropriate building transitions between different land uses and distinct building types 

that are respectful of solar access, views, and densities and massing.  Building massing, 
placement of glazing, site design and landscaping should mitigate overlook and address privacy 
implications, and noise and light attenuation measures should be instituted between different 
land uses.  In particular:  

 
a. At a minimum, where a transition interface of two distinct building types occurs at a property 

line, the height of the taller and more dense development should step down to within one 
(1) storey of the adjacent building form envisioned in the Plan.  Alternatively, where a 
transition interface occurs across a lane or street, the height of the higher density 
development should step down to within two (2) storeys of the adjacent building form 
envisioned in the Plan.  The depth of the step down should be equal or greater than 1.5 
times the height of the building storey that is being stepped down.   

 
b. Provide and protect direct and un-obstructed solar exposure, as determined by analysis 

as part of the subdivision and development permitting review processes, for buildings and 
their associated solar infrastructure, both passive and active.  To determine compliance 
with this policy, development proponents shall prepare and submit a sun and shadow 
analysis for all zoning amendment applications and/or subdivision applications before 
Council’s consideration of first and second reading of a zoning bylaw amendment or 
approval of a subdivision plan by an approving officer.  Said analysis will guide the 
determination of block and lot patterns and orientations, building and roof orientations, 
and dimensional requirements related to building height and building separation distances 
in relation to existing and future adjacent buildings, topographical considerations and 
natural features, in relation to adjacent buildings.  Consider solar access agreements such 
as covenants, easements or other legal measure – e.g., ‘solar fence easement’, ‘shade 
prevention covenant’.  
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7. Apply lower densities than the maximum provided in this Plan for developments, as applicable, 
in cases where they cannot be achieved due to awkwardly shaped and/or insufficient 
developable land area given the site development context.  Reductions in setbacks and the 
resulting loss of tree planting and open space – important neighbourhood character features – or 
the departures of other dimensional and development requirements of this Plan or 
Corresponding Zones (see Table 1. above) are not sufficient justification to achieve maximum 
density as provided for in the Plan or associated Zoning schedules. 

 
8. Design all principal buildings to communicate leading energy conservation (e.g., photovoltaic 

panels on the roof), low carbon design principles (e.g., heat pump) and rainwater management 
best practices (e.g., rainwater harvesting barrels for outdoor irrigation [SF1, SF2, SF3 and 
rowhouse]), visible rainwater features at the terminus of roof leaders [townhouse, apartment, 
commercial village, institutional]) through a diverse range of architectural and building, and site 
plan and development responses. 

 
9. Ensure that a development site layout and design does not result in land remainders that would 

be uneconomic, unserviceable (e.g., utilities and transportation), or impractical to develop for the 
relevant land use designation. 

 
Residential Land Use Designations:  
10. Provide for a variety of housing forms, sizes, floor layouts and tenures within the Fernridge 

Neighbourhood Plan area, as guided by the Township’s Housing Action Plan, to address a range 
of housing needs and stages of life, subject to the form and density provisions of the applicable 
land use designation, including the following:  

a. Incorporate a diversity of housing choices to assist in achieving housing affordability through 
the provision of single family homes, two unit, three unit and four unit residential housing 
forms on a fee-simple lot, pocket neighbourhoods, rowhouses, townhouses, and apartments; 

b. Encourage development of secondary suites (part of the principal residence) or a detached, 
coach homes and backyard cottages (separate from the principal residence), that serve as a 
potential mortgage helper, a form of rental housing or, for stand-alone backyard cottage 
only, comparatively affordable home ownership opportunities that contribute to affordable 
living objectives, as part of fee-simple single family, duplex and Pocket Neighbourhood 
developments (see Figure 9);  

c. Encourage a variety of tenures, such as fee simple, strata and rental, as well as a diverse 
range of housing options, such as co-housing, pocket neighbourhoods, single-level housing, 
and rowhouses and townhouses with ‘master’ bedrooms on the ground level; and 

d. Foster the development of non-market housing.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9.   Accessory Residential Use Options for Single Family Development 
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11. Include adaptable housing requirements in accordance with Section 3.1.9 of the Official 

Community Plan and the Housing Action Plan, as amended from time to time.   
 
12. Incorporate row(s) and stands of trees, along with the retention and integration of existing 

significant trees, as part of project design, as outlined in the Township’s Subdivision and 
Development Servicing Bylaw Schedule I – Tree Protection.  Planting and retention of 
evergreen, coniferous trees shall be part of project design.  

 
13. Require new single-family homes, along with accessory residential uses, on fee-simple lot 

developments for land designated Single Family 1, Single Family 2 and Single Family 3 to enter 
into an exterior design control agreement.  The agreement should address the following general 
guidelines for new developments:  

a. Retain existing significant trees, especially evergreen, coniferous trees.  Provide new trees 
in front, side and rear yard spaces, with appropriate soil volumes. 

b. Incorporate high quality design and employ an architectural approach that is harmonious 
with the community context (e.g., modest scale, small-town, pedestrian-friendly buildings).  

c. Require developments to complement adjacent developments in terms of siting, form, and 
character, but individual architectural expression is encouraged both within and between 
street blocks.  

d. Design all visible building elevations to provide architectural interest, especially those that 
are visible from public streets, lanes, walkways, parks and trails.  Incorporate structural 
thermal breaks for architectural elements that extend or protrude from the dominant portion 
of the building face to limit thermal bridging and support building energy efficiency.   

e. Provide a strong street presence through street facing buildings that include usable, 
modestly elevated above finished grade, covered front porches as well as other design 
elements that support social interaction.  

f. Incorporate FireSmart BC recommended materials and construction practices, including the 
use of fire-retardant roofing, fire resistive materials for decks, porches, balconies, and 
siding, tempered or multi-glazed windows, as well as screening of eaves, attics, roof vents 
and other exterior openings, for all development and habitable buildings and structures 
adjacent to Nature Conservation Areas. 
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3.3 Single Family 1 (SF1) 
The Single Family 1 land use designation accommodates single family dwellings with a minimum lot 
size of 0.8 hectares (2 acres), except for the area along 204A Street between 20 and 24 Avenues 
where a minimum lot size of 3,716 m2 (0.9 acre) may be considered.  The intent of these policies is to 
ensure that larger lot, low-density single family housing is provided for lands that are encumbered by 
steep ravines and escarpments and are designed around human-made, lake-front habitats. 
 
Policies:  
 
1. Apply Policies #1 and #2, Section 4.2 of the Brookswood-Fernridge Community Plan (BFCP). 
 
2. Allow a single family use and accessory residential uses, in the form of a secondary suite, a 

backyard cottage OR a coach home. 
 

3. Identify, through science-based evidence, and allocate (Nature Conservation Covenant) a 
minimum twenty-six (26%) percent of the net developable land area of each single family 
development site to a Terrestrial Nature Conservation Area, pursuant to Policy #3, Section 3.2 
and as further guided by all Policies in Sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 of this Fernridge Plan. 

 
4. Provide a useable (a minimum 2 metre dimension), covered, and elevated front porch at the 

main entrance, that presents to the public street or lane for all residential dwelling units, 
including both the principal residential uses and the accessory residential uses, where 
applicable, in the form of a Backyard Cottage and a Coach House.  A concrete pathway, 
sufficiently sized to accommodate access for emergency services and separate from a driveway 
space, should be provided from the porch steps to the public sidewalk.  

 
5. Incorporate crawl spaces – meaning the space between the underside of the floor system above 

the ground surface or slab below, having a maximum vertical distance not exceeding 1.2 metres 
– in the design of residential buildings, below the first floor of habitable spaces to help facilitate, 
among other aspects of the architectural design, the elevated front porch, in areas where 
habitable space in basements is not permitted.  No slab-on-grade foundations for habitable 
spaces are permitted for the principal residential Use.   
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3.4 Single Family 2 (SF2) 
The Single Family 2 (SF2) Land Use Designation is to provide low-density single family housing 
adjacent to the Campbell Valley Regional Park, the Agricultural Land Reserve and the municipal 
boundary to serve as a transition of scale and density between future residential areas.  The SF2 Land 
Use designation accommodates single family dwellings with a minimum lot size of 930 m2 (10,000 ft2). 
Policies specific for the SF2 Land Use Designation are as follows: 
 
Policies: 
 
1. Accommodate single family dwellings on lots with a minimum size of 930 m2 (10,000 ft2). 
 
2. Provide single family dwellings on lots with a minimum size between 650 m2 (7,000 ft2) and 930 

m2 (10,000 ft2) to a maximum of ten (10) percent gross land area per development, and as 
guided by Policies #3 and #5, Section 4.3 of the Brookswood-Fernridge Community Plan.  For 
the purposes of this specific policy, gross land area includes land dedicated for new roads, land 
above the top-of-bank protected for watercourses, and land secured for transmission lines and 
other utilities. Gross developable land area does not include land dedicated for stormwater 
detention ponds, parks and other open space and schools. 

 
3. Identify, through science-based evidence, and allocate (Nature Conservation Covenant) a 

minimum twenty-six (26%) percent of the net developable land area of each single family 
development site to a Terrestrial Nature Conservation Area, pursuant to Policy #3, Section 3.2 
and as further guided by all Policies in Sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 of this Fernridge Plan. 

 
4. Create a new zoning schedule for the Township of Langley Zoning Bylaw to provide clarity and 

certainty of the development requirements for the areas with a SF2 Land Use Designation. 
 
5. Incorporate one accessory residential use in the form of a secondary suite as part of a single 

family dwelling, or an independent, stand-alone backyard cottage, or a separate coach home as 
part of a separate off-street parking use as part of a single family dwelling on a fee simple lot.  
Provide an additional, non-tandem, off-street parking space for the accessory residential use. 

 
6. Provide a useable (a minimum 2 metre dimension), elevated above finished grade, single-storey 

covered front porch for all single family dwelling units.   
 
7. Provide a usable (a minimum 2 metre dimension) covered porch at the main entrance of a 

backyard cottage, or an independent, usable patio space for the attached secondary suite, or a 
usable covered balcony or patio – same elevation as the main entrance – for a coach house.  A 
covered balcony should be oriented toward the rear yard or lane (not the side to avoid overlook 
of neighbour’s yard) and a porch or patio should be oriented toward the rear yard, lane or side 
yard.  Provide a concrete pathway, sufficiently sized to accommodate access for emergency 
services and separate from a vehicle driveway space or drive aisles, from these accessory 
residential uses to the public sidewalk. 
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8. Provide sufficient front yard lot line, side yard lot line, rear yard lot line setbacks, and separation 
distances between buildings on a lot – e.g., single family home and backyard cottage – to establish 
generous spaces for medium- and large-sized trees with access to sufficient soil volume (Section 
4.4. Policy #4), including coniferous species, a pedestrian-oriented street presence, and a useable 
and functional space for accessory residential uses (e.g., detached off-street parking structure) and 
livable outdoor spaces. This can be accomplished through both tree retention and/or new tree 
plantings on the lot and are considered different than street trees in the public boulevard, 
greenway, thoroughfare or other public – physically and visually – space. 

 
9. Incorporate crawl spaces – meaning the space between the underside of the floor system above 

the ground surface or slab below, having a maximum vertical distance not exceeding 1.2 metres 
– in the design of residential buildings, below the first floor of habitable spaces to help facilitate, 
among other aspects of the architectural design, the elevated front porch, in areas where 
habitable space in basements is not permitted.  No slab-on-grade foundations for habitable 
spaces are permitted for the principal residential Use.   

 
 
3.5 Single Family 3 (SF3) 
Single-Family (SF3) Land Use Designation provides an important contribution to housing diversity in 
the Fernridge area, along with the other residential and mixed-use land uses provided for in this 
Neighbourhood Plan.  The SF3 Land Use Designation affords the broadest range of character 
compatible, size efficient low-density housing forms relative to other designations of the Plan.   
 
One of the key purposes of accommodating this housing diversity is to allow clustering on a 
development site of low-density housing in exchange for retention of nature conservation spaces in 
the residential precincts and neighbourhoods.  In essence, the outcome in terms of the total housing 
units will be similar but will result in increased natural environments relative to built environments.   
 
The SF3 land use designation accommodates a range of single family housing on a variety of lot sizes 
and character compatible, space efficient two dwelling units, three dwelling units and four dwelling 
units on a fee-simple lot, Pocket Neighbourhood housing, manufactured home parks, as well as 
accessory residential uses such as secondary suites, a part of the primary residence, or a detached 
stand-alone building (Backyard Cottage) or part of another accessory use such as an off-street 
parking structure (Coach House above a garage).  
 
This variety of character compatible, space efficient housing types are intended to primarily 
accommodate pedestrian-oriented housing with rear lane or other secondary access to maximize on-
street parking opportunities, accommodate green rainwater and stormwater infrastructure (GRSI) to 
treat and manage runoff, provide a high-quality pedestrian and cycling environment, and improve 
energy efficiency through optimizing envelope and mechanical systems, and the siting and orientation 
of homes. The accessory forms of housing – secondary suites (part of the principal residence) or a 
detached, coach homes and backyard cottages (separate from the principal residence), that serve as a 
potential mortgage helper, a form of rental housing or, for stand-alone backyard cottage only, 
comparatively affordable home ownership – for Single Family, duplex and Pocket Neighbourhood 
housing typologies.  Policies specific for the SF3 Land Use Designation are as follows: 
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Policies: 
 
All Housing Typologies 
1. Provide a diversity of housing typologies including a (Typology A) single family housing, as well 

as (Typology B) two dwelling units, (Typology C) three dwelling units and (Typology D) four 
dwelling units on a fee-simple lot, (Typology E) Pocket Neighbourhood and (Typology F) 
Manufactured Home Park housing types, as identified as character-compatible, size-efficient 
forms of housing in the Brookswood-Fernridge Community Plan, Section 4.4.  Provide for 
accessory residential use, in the form of a secondary suite, or a backyard cottage, or a coach 
home, with the single family use only, unless otherwise stipulated in this Section of the Plan.  

 
2. Create new zoning schedules for the Township of Langley Zoning Bylaw to provide clarity and 

certainty of the development requirements for the areas with a SF3 Land Use Designation. 
 
3. Ensure that a diversity of housing is provided, as encouraged by the Township’s Housing Action 

Plan, by limiting the quantity of any one type of the housing – Typology A, B, C, D, E and F – 
provided in the SF3 Land Use Designation to no more than 60 percent of the total number of 
dwelling units for any development, and that at least 3 housing typologies, with each one 
comprising 20 percent or more of the total number of dwelling units, are included for any 
development   An accessory residential use, in the form of a secondary suite, or a backyard 
cottage or a coach home, are not part of these percentage calculations. 

 
4. Identify, through science-based evidence, and allocate (Nature Conservation Covenant) a 

minimum twenty-six (26%) percent of the net developable land area of each SF3 development 
site to a Terrestrial Nature Conservation Area, pursuant to Policy #3, Section 3.2 and as further 
guided by all Policies in Sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 of this Fernridge Plan. 

 
5. Provide a useable (a minimum 2 metre dimension), elevated above finished grade, single-storey 

covered front porch for all principal dwelling units that front a public street or lane.  For Pocket 
Neighbourhood development, a covered porch should be oriented to the shared courtyard or 
‘commons’ and, in the case of front-to-back duplex building form, one of the covered porches 
should be oriented to the public street and the other should be oriented to the commons.  These 
porch ‘rooms’ should be a minimum 11 m2. 

 
6. Provide a usable (a minimum 2 metre dimension) covered porch at the main entrance of a 

backyard cottage, or an independent, usable patio space for the attached secondary suite, or a 
usable covered balcony or patio – same elevation as the main entrance – for a coach house.  A 
covered balcony should be oriented toward the rear yard or lane (not the side to avoid overlook 
of neighbour’ yard) and a porch or patio should be oriented toward the rear yard, lane or side 
yard.  Provide a concrete pathway, sufficiently sized to accommodate access for emergency 
services and separate from a vehicle driveway space or drive aisles, from these accessory 
residential uses to the public sidewalk. 
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7. Provide sufficient front yard lot line, side yard lot line, rear yard lot line setbacks, and separation 
distances between buildings on a lot – e.g., single family home and backyard cottage – to 
establish generous spaces for medium- and large-sized trees with access to sufficient soil 
volume (Section 4.4. Policy #4), including coniferous species, a pedestrian-oriented street 
presence, and a useable and functional space for accessory residential uses (e.g., detached off-
street parking structure) and livable outdoor spaces. This can be accomplished through both tree 
retention and/or new tree plantings on the lot and are considered different than street trees in the 
public boulevard, greenway, thoroughfare or other public – physically and visually – space. 

 
8. Incorporate crawl spaces – meaning the space between the underside of the floor system above 

and the ground surface or slab below, having a maximum vertical distance not exceeding 1.2 
metres – in the design of residential buildings, below the first floor of habitable spaces to help 
facilitate, among other aspects of the architectural design, the elevated front porch, in areas 
where habitable space in basements is not permitted.  No slab-on-grade foundations for 
habitable spaces are permitted for the principal residential use.   

 
Single Family (Fee-Simple) 
9. Accommodate single family dwellings on lots with a minimum size of 650 m2 (7,000 ft2). 
 
10. Consider single family dwellings on lots with a minimum size no less than 464.5 m2 (5,000 ft2) to 

a maximum of ten (10) percent of the gross developable land area per development, and as 
guided by Policy #2, Section 4.4 of the Brookswood-Fernridge Community Plan.  For the 
purposes of this specific policy, gross land area includes land dedicated for new roads, land 
above the top-of-bank protected for watercourses, and land secured for transmission lines and 
other utilities. Gross developable land area does not include land dedicated for stormwater 
detention ponds, parks and other open space and schools. 

 
11. Incorporate accessory residential uses in the form of a secondary suite as part of a single family 

dwelling, or an independent, stand-alone backyard cottage, or a separate coach home as part of 
a separate off-street parking use as part of a single family dwelling on a fee simple lot.  Provide 
an additional, non-tandem, off-street parking space on the lot for the secondary suite, backyard 
cottage or coach house that is provided.    

 
Duplex, Triplex, Fourplex (Stratified) 
12. Consider character compatible, size efficient: 

 Two dwelling units housing typology (Duplex) on lots with a minimum size of 
650 m2 (7,000 ft2);  

 Three dwelling units housing typology (Triplex) on lots with a minimum size 
of 790 m2 (8,500 ft2); and  

 Four dwelling units housing typology (Fourplex) on lots with a minimum size 
of 860 m2 (9,260 ft2).   

Incorporate and apply a rear-loaded, street and lane, block and lot patterns for two dwelling unit, 
three dwelling unit and four dwelling unit housing typologies.   
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13. Provide, for each of the two dwelling unit, three dwelling unit and four dwelling unit housing 
typologies, a maximum of two dwelling units fronting the street, side-by-side, attached or 
detached, on each lot. 

 
14. Site and design character compatible, size efficient two dwelling unit, three dwelling unit and four 

dwelling unit developments on corner lots of a block to orient the main entrances and associated 
front covered porches and main entrances to face both adjacent public roads. 

 
15. Provide adequate frontage width to lots for two dwelling unit, three dwelling unit and four 

dwelling unit developments, to accommodate a minimum of two parallel on-street parking 
spaces along the adjacent Collector and/or Local road streetscape.  Consider integrating 
equivalent on-lane parking adjacent to the rear property line for these development typologies 
that front an Arterial road streetscape. 

 
16. Incorporate a combination of enclosed garages, and un-enclosed (on three sides) and covered 

carports to accommodate the required number of off-street parking spaces for these housing 
typologies.  This will increase opportunities to have ‘eyes on the lane’ and also provide outdoor 
flexible space in the carports to provide covered gathering and play.  Incorporate two overhead 
garage doors – one oriented to the lane and the other oriented to the carport parking space.   

 
Pocket Neighbourhood (unit Stratified + no bare land strata) 
17. Consider character compatible, size efficient Pocket Neighbourhood housing typology on lots 

with a minimum size of 0.6 hectares (1.5 acres) and a minimum of 370 m2 of developable lot 
area for each dwelling unit.  No bare land strata.  All buildings and structures must not exceed a 
gross floor area of 0.5 times the lot area for all permitted uses, except that the floor area may be 
increased by 0.1 times the lot area provided this additional floor area is used for and separate 
from the principal residential uses, buildings and structures for the purposes of aggregated 
accessory off-street enclosed parking uses, non-vehicle storage uses, home office space uses 
and other communal amenity space.  Further, the floor area may be increased by an additional 
0.1 times the lot area provided this additional floor area is used for the specific purpose of 
providing coach home uses above aggregated accessory off-street enclosed parking uses and 
secure storage space.  The total lot coverage, as defined by the Township of Langley’s Zoning 
Bylaw, for a Pocket Neighbourhood shall be thirty (30%) percent.   

 
18. Accommodate one unit dwellings, similar to a single family form of housing, and two unit 

dwellings in a back-to-front configuration, similar to a duplex form of housing, in a building or 
structure.  The maximum size of a dwelling unit is 186 m2.  The two unit dwelling, front-to-back 
form of housing should be located adjacent to a collector or local classified road, with one of the 
two dwelling units oriented toward the public street and the other oriented toward the common 
courtyard.  A minimum of sixty (60%) percent of the total dwellings in a Pocket Neighbourhood 
development should be one unit dwellings in a building or structure.  Each independent Pocket 
Neighbourhood development project shall have a minimum total of twelve (12) and a maximum 
total of eighteen (18) principal dwelling units.  
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19. Include, as part of Pocket Neighbourhood development, an accessory residential use in the form 
of coach homes above aggregated accessory off-street enclosed parking uses to provide a 
mortgage helper, to provide rental opportunities that achieve housing and tenure diversity, and 
to contribute to affordability objectives in the neighbourhood.  Coach house uses will be the 
communal or common ownership of the Pocket Neighbourhood strata and cannot be stratified as 
separate units in accordance with the Strata Property Act.  Other forms of accessory residential 
uses in the form of a backyard cottage or a secondary suite within a principal dwelling are not a 
permitted use.  Register a Housing Agreement on title to reflect this requirement. 

 
20. Locate and configure Pocket Neighbourhood development in mid-block conditions/areas only, 

supported only by Collector and Local classified streets on two parallel and opposite ends of the 
development and further ‘bookended’ perpendicularly by the other two sides of the development 
by perimeter private drive aisles, public lanes or a combination that includes both.  The private 
drive aisles and public lanes shall be of sufficient width for vehicle travel both directions, for the 
provision of parallel off-street parking that contributes to the required accessory off-street 
parking use for the residences of the Pocket Neighbourhood development, for a separate 
pedestrian pathway and plentiful trees accommodated in adequate setbacks.  The Pocket 
Neighbourhood site design does not include internal vehicle drive aisles or driveways that are 
often typical of contemporary townhouse developments.  Alternative siting and configuration 
conditions could be considered provided the principles of pedestrian-only shared courtyard 
design, with perimeter vehicle access and aggregated off-street parking, no visibility of the 
backside of dwelling units from public roads, and all other design principles and policies 
articulated in this Plan.  

 
21. Design, orient and site buildings such that the largest roof area is facing south, within plus or 

minus 30 degrees (determined as the maximum deviation) or less (5 to 15 degrees is 
determined as optimal) of the true east-west axis or parallels of latitude, to improve and provide 
for passive and active solar building design, including the application of solar sequestration 
energy generating technologies.  The ridge of pitched roofs should also orient east-west to 
position a portion of the roof directly south to maximize all-season solar sequestration. 

 
22. Provide a minimum of fifty (50%) percent of all required accessory off-street enclosed parking 

use, associated with the principal residential uses, in aggregated parking structures that are 
accessed from the permitter private drive aisle or public lane.  Only a maximum of one 
accessory off-street enclosed parking space can be incorporated into and be part of the principal 
residential use to retain a modest size for the individual dwellings and thereby provide direct 
access to open space for private and communal spaces.   Access to all accessory off-street 
parking uses shall be from the private drive aisles and/or public lanes.  Provide parallel, 
accessory off-street parking in the design of private drive aisles and/or public lanes.  The floor 
area of the accessory off-street enclosed parking use is included in the allowable size and gross 
floor area calculations of the principal residential use.  
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23. Locate all the buildings and structures that house the principal residential use around the outer 
perimeter of the development, adjacent to the collector or local classified roads and the private 
drive aisles and/or public lanes.  Orient each front building face of dwelling units directly toward 
the common landscape courtyard – resulting in the rear building face oriented toward the private 
drive aisles and/or public lanes – and incorporate a usable (a minimum of 2 metres for each 
dimension), elevated, covered front porch whose width is greater than fifty (50%) percent of the 
front building face, a front entrance/door, a usable at-grade private garden space delineated by 
a mix of naturescapes, hardscapes and fencing that provides well-defined personal space, and a 
pathway to the common pathway system for the Pocket Neighbourhood as a whole, as 
intervening space between the private home and the common courtyard.  For clarity ‘building 
face’ refers to that part of the exterior wall of a building along the building elevation that orients 
one direction.  Buildings and structures accommodating two unit dwellings in a front-to-back 
layout have two front building faces\elevations; One front building face will orient towards the 
common landscape courtyard and incorporate the intervening space features as outlined; The 
other front building face will orient toward the collector and local classified roads and also 
incorporate the intervening space features as outlined in order to contribute to a strong, 
pedestrian-oriented streetscape. 

 
24. Provide a contiguous common courtyard bounded by footpaths that connect to the front 

entrance/door of every dwelling unit and to pathways and sidewalks on adjacent streets, drive 
aisles and lanes.  The courtyard is a pedestrian-only space and does not include vehicle 
parking, driveways, drive aisles or lanes.  The courtyard should serve a multitude of purposes 
such as formal and informal child play spaces, gathering spaces for shared dining and 
celebrations, fireplace space with surround seating and lighting.  Also, the common courtyard 
could also focus on a theme such as an ‘Agrihood’ where the common courtyard is dominated 
by raised garden-beds, a toolshed, a post-garden harvest food preparation area, and a 
communal outdoor-dining space. or a ‘Foresthood’ where the common courtyard is dominated 
by a forest and native understorey plantings, rainwater channels, pathways, footbridges, a 
covered picnic space, seating and a nature play space for young children.   The common 
courtyard should comprise twenty-five (25%) percent of the total land area of the development, 
or a minimum 90 m2 per principal dwelling unit, whichever is greater. 

 
Manufactured Home Park 
25. Provide for the development of manufactured home parks in the SF3 Land Use Designation. 

Siting of buildings and structures require a minimum setback of 6.0 metres from property lines 
and a minimum separation distance of 6.0 metres between buildings and structures to provide 
adequate space to accommodate tree-planting and other livability considerations.  The other 
policies in this Section 3.4 do not apply to this form of housing. 
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3.6 Rowhouse 
The Rowhouse Land Use Designation accommodates rowhouse developments, where all units front 
and have direct pedestrian access from/to the public street.  The emphasis is on ground-oriented 
neighbourhood character of the Fernridge neighbourhood, ensuring a good relationship of the units to 
the street and compatibility of form and scale to other residential areas.  Access to vehicle parking will 
be provided via rear lanes.  Dwelling units will front a public street, will have direct pedestrian access 
to/from said street and will include a usable front and rear yard. This designation is located between 
SF3 and Townhouse forms of development and serves as a land use transition.  The rowhouse can 
provide an alternative form of fee-simple ownership to the typical single family, yet often can provide a 
comparatively and relatively more affordable, ground-oriented housing form that provides many single-
family like characteristics, including direct access to ground-level open space.  Policies specific to this 
Rowhouse Land Use Designation are as follows: 
 
Policies: 
 
1. Locate rowhouse dwellings, in the form of a principal dwelling and a detached off-street parking 

structure (garage) that is separated by a rear yard, on lots with a minimum of 216 m2 for internal 
lots, 259 m2 for building end lots and 316 m2 for corner lots, as defined in the Township of 
Langley Zoning Bylaw, in areas designated Rowhouse as delineated on Map 1.   
 

2. Provide a minimum single block depth – two (2) rows of lots, separated by a lane and each side 
facing a public street – of rowhouse development, to serve as a land use transition between 
lands with a Single Family Residential 3 Land Use Designation and a Townhome Land Use 
Designation. 

 
3. Identify, through science-based evidence, and allocate (Nature Conservation Covenant) a 

minimum twenty-six (26%) percent of the net developable land area of each rowhouse 
development site to a Terrestrial Nature Conservation Area, pursuant to Policy #3, Section 3.2 
and as further guided by all Policies in Sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 of this Fernridge Plan. 

 
4. Design rowhouse developments that contribute to a desirable neighbourhood/streetscape 

character through a clear architectural identity for individual buildings as viewed from the street 
and other adjacent public spaces by elements such as individual front entrance porches and/or 
terraces, visually open pedestrian spaces with a neighbourly relationship to adjacent streets and 
sites, dense landscape character by accommodating varied trees and plants of substantial size 
throughout the site and, vehicular and bicycle off-street parking facilities accessed from the least 
publically visible part of the development site. 

 
5. Orient rowhomes to be street-facing, along Collector and Local classified roads only, with rear 

public lane access to vehicle and bicycle parking to provide generally continuous on-street 
parking along the public street that is not interrupted by driveway let-downs and thereby 
increasing opportunities for trees in front yards and street boulevards, adequate space for 
rainwater and stormwater management facilities, among other streetscape features.  Orient 
rowhomes on corner lots to be street-facing to both streets (e.g., wrap-around front porch with 
accompanying pathways to both adjoining streets, person swing doors orientated to each street). 
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6. Design, orient and site buildings such that the largest roof area is facing south, within plus or 
minus 30 degrees (determined as the maximum deviation) or less (5 to 15 degrees is 
determined as optimal) of the true east-west axis or parallels of latitude, to improve and provide 
for passive and active solar building design, including the application of solar sequestration 
energy generating technologies.  The ridge of pitched roofs should also orient east-west to 
position a portion of the roof directly south to maximize all-season solar sequestration. 

 
7. Accommodate four (4) or fewer dwelling units contained within a building.  Up to two (2) 

additional dwelling units can be contained within each building if the outcome is shown to 
provide an improved distribution and design outcome in relation to the retention of existing trees 
and provisions for Nature Spaces (see Policy #6 below) in between the rowhome buildings. 

 
8. Provide for a range of rowhouse unit sizes, including those that have more than three bedrooms, 

to appeal to a broad range of households at different stages of life. 
 
9. Provide sufficient front yard lot line and rear yard lot line setbacks, as well as separation distances 

between buildings on a lot to establish generous spaces for medium- and large- sized trees with 
access to sufficient soil volume (Section 4.4. Policy #4), including coniferous species, a pedestrian-
oriented street and lane presence, and a useable and functional space for accessory residential 
uses (e.g., detached off-street parking structure) and livable outdoor spaces – front and rear.  This 
can be accomplished through both tree retention and/or new tree plantings and are considered 
different than street trees in the public boulevard, greenway, thoroughfare or other publicly 
accessible – physically and visually – space. 

 
10. Establish Nature Spaces – a miniature forest – between the ends of two rowhouse buildings, 

that contain the principle residential uses, that consistently (dimensions) and ubiquitously 
(space) extends between the public street and public lane. Nature Spaces – which contributes 
and forms part of the Neighbourhood Green Infrastructure Network – accommodate existing/new 
trees, understorey plantings, seating, pathways and low-level nighttime lighting only (e.g., No off-
street parking, including visitor, nor utility kiosks, surface drainage facilities/infrastructure, to 
name a few).  The Nature Space between the ends of two buildings will be a minimum of 8.0m in 
width, extending from the front property line (public street) to the rear property line (public lane).  
Where feasible, extend the nature conservation spaces between buildings to the outside face of 
the curb in the public boulevard of the adjacent streetscape.  The combined area of the Nature 
Spaces for rowhouse developments can contribute to providing the minimum twenty-six percent 
(26%) of the lot area (to be defined) of each development site requirement for Terrestrial Nature 
Conservation Area, pursuant to Policy #3, Section 3.2 and as further guided by all Policies in 
Sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 of this Fernridge Plan.  A Nature Conservation Covenant will be 
registered on title for all rowhome lots.  Nature Spaces for this Section of the Plan are separate 
and distinct from every other development requirement such as, among others, landscaping 
area and screening requirements as defined by the Township’s Zoning Bylaw, development 
permit area landscaping guidelines, relevant zoning schedules and typically landscaped areas 
defined by required building setbacks and building separation distances. 
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11. Design buildings with dwelling units and detached accessory structures for off-street parking to 
incorporate: 

 
a. A limitation on the maximum height of buildings to two and half (2.5) storeys – 9 metres.  

The half-storey is the uppermost level – the third – of a residential building, sometime 
referenced as the attic, which has a floor area equal to or less than fifty percent (50%) of the 
floor area of the storey immediately below it and having a minimum ceiling height of 1.2 
metres and at least seventy percent (70%) of the half-storey floor area has a minimum 
ceiling height of 2.4 metres.  Contain the half-storey of habitable space within the primary 
roof form, maintain the clarity of a simple, steeply-sloped primary roof in which dormers are 
clearly secondary elements, limit dormers to only to the non-street facing portion of 
rowhome buildings and typically less than sixty percent (60%) of the roof length, include 
windows in dormers to improve access to natural light and ventilation, set dormers a 
minimum 1.2 metres back from the building face – meaning the part of the exterior wall of a 
building along the building elevation that orients one direction – and avoid tiered or 
staggered dormers with multiple roof slopes.   

 
a. A useable (a minimum 2 metres for all porch floor space dimensions), covered, elevated, 

single-storey height front porch at the main entrance, that presents to the public street.  
Include direct pedestrian access to/from the front porch and the fronting public street. 

 
b. Off-street parking for the dwelling units shall be accessed from a rear lane, in a detached 

accessory off-street parking structures or buildings.  One of the two required off-street 
parking spaces will be a typical enclosed garage and can be part of a shared accessory use 
and building with the adjacent rowhouse.  The second required space is a ‘flex’ off-street 
parking space that is covered, but not enclosed (e.g., carport).  The ‘flex’ space will provide 
all season, covered space that can be used for vehicle parking and/or outdoor 
amenity/activity space. 

 
c. Rear entrances for all principal dwelling units in the form of ‘swing doors’ that is separate 

from the front, street-facing swing door. 
 
d. Detached accessory off-street parking structures to accommodate two vehicles – one in an 

enclosed garage and the other as a carport – meaning a permanent roofed structure, 
attached to the enclosed garage, un-enclosed on three sides and intended to be used, in 
part, for automobile shelter and storage.  Provide two overhead doors as part of the enclosed 
garage, with one oriented to the lane and a second oriented to the covered carport. 

 
e. Allow for additional habitable floor area, for the purposes of a home office space, in the 

form of a second storey directly above the enclosed garage that does not exceed the floor 
area of the garage immediately below it.  A small bathroom with toilet and sink could be 
provided, but no kitchen or laundry facilities.  Include, at a minimum, solar-ready measures 
to facilitate the application of solar sequestration energy generating technologies on the 
roof of the garage/carport/home-office. 
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f. Crawl spaces – meaning the space below the first floor system above the ground surface or 
slab below, having a maximum vertical distance not exceeding 1.2 metres – for habitable 
spaces of the home to help facilitate, among other aspects of the architectural design, the 
elevated front porch, in areas where habitable space in basements is not permitted.  No slab-
on-grade foundations for habitable spaces are permitted for the principal residential use. 

 
12. Demonstrate subtle design variations for rowhouse units and buildings along public frontages to 

strengthen unit identity and support a pedestrian scale.  Façades fronting lanescapes, 
greenways, Mid-Block Pedestrian Links or public trails should be of similarly high quality as 
those fronting public streets. 

 
 
3.7 Townhouse 
The Townhouse Land Use Designation accommodates townhouse developments.  This townhouse 
designation provides relatively affordable (e.g., in comparison to typical, fee simple single family), 
ground-oriented housing for households with children, seniors and ‘empty-nesters’.  The Townhouse 
land use designation is situated and adjacent to schools and parks, urban greenways, local-serving 
commercial services, future transit and other destinations, and provides a land use, form and massing 
transition between land use conditions.  Higher densities for this land use designation will require 
below finished grade concealed off-street parking.   Policies specific to this Townhouse Land Use 
Designation are as follows: 
 
Policies: 

1. Provide for townhouse land uses where all buildings and structures together, including townhomes 
with a master bedroom on the first storey, have a maximum gross floor area of 0.8 times the net 
developable lot area for all plan areas designated Townhouse as delineated on Map 1. 

 
2. Provide for townhouse land uses where all buildings and structures together, including 

townhomes with a master bedroom on the first storey, have a maximum gross floor area of 1.2 
times the net lot area for all plan areas designated Townhouse as delineated on Map 1, 
provided that the off-street vehicle parking use, both resident and visitor, and off-street bicycle 
parking use for resident’s, is concealed.  For the purposes of this Section of the Plan, concealed 
parking means an off-street parking use, providing for the vehicle and bicycle parking needs 
generated by a principal use, hidden from view and entirely below the finished grade of the 
development site.  Also, the footprint of any below finished grade structure, including parking, 
must adhere to the same front yard, rear yard, and side yard setbacks in order to maintain these 
areas as medium and large tree planting areas that have access to sufficient soil volume. 

 
3. Provide townhouse dwellings, for the purposes of this Neighbourhood Plan and for this Land Use 

Designation only, and notwithstanding the definition of ‘Townhouse’ in the Township of Langley 
Zoning Bylaw, that take the form of either a conventional townhome building or a back-to-side 
townhome building.  As further defined: 
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a. A conventional townhome building means a two to three storey residential structure 
containing multiple dwelling units that are divided vertically, where each of the dwelling units 
is divided by and shares one common (end unit) or two common sidewalls (interior unit) with 
a neighbouring unit(s) with an accompanying front and rear setback or separation distance 
from other buildings and dwelling units, and whereby each unit has independent person 
swing door entrances at finished grade from the outside accessed through the exterior front 
elevation and the exterior rear elevation of each dwelling unit.  The resulting building has a 
front, rear and two sides.   

 
b. A back-to-side townhome means a two to three storey residential building containing four (4) 

dwelling units that is divided vertically, where each of the dwelling units is divided by and 
shares one common side wall and one common rear wall with neighbouring units with an 
accompanying front and side setback or separation distance from other buildings and 
dwelling units for the non-shared wall portions of each dwelling unit and whereby each unit 
has independent person swing door entrances at finished grade from the outside accessed 
through the front elevation and the exterior side elevation of each dwelling unit.  The 
resulting building has two fronts and two sides. 

 
4. Identify, through science-based evidence, and allocate (Nature Conservation Covenant) a 

minimum twenty-six (26%) percent of the net developable land area of each townhouse 
development site to a Terrestrial Nature Conservation Area, pursuant to Policy #3, Section 3.2 and 
as further guided by all Policies in Sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 of this Fernridge Plan. 

 
5. Design townhouse developments that contribute to a desirable neighbourhood/streetscape 

character through a clear architectural identity for individual buildings as viewed from the street 
and other adjacent public spaces by elements such as individual main entrance terraces, 
visually open pedestrian spaces with a neighbourly relationship to adjacent streets and sites, 
dense landscape character by accommodating varied trees and plants of substantial (e.g., 
medium and large trees) size throughout the site and, vehicular and bicycle off-street parking 
facilities accessed from the least publically visible part of the development site.   

 
6. Provide for a range of townhouse unit sizes, including those that have more than three 

bedrooms, to appeal to a broad range of households at different stages of life.  Specifically, 
incorporate, for all townhouse developments, a minimum ten (10%) percent of the townhomes 
that are three or more bedroom units with layouts that consider the needs of households with 
children, such as generous entryways, spacious living spaces for family activities, adequately-
sized bedrooms to accommodate a bed, dresser, desk, floor space for playing and built-in 
closet/storage space, bathrooms large enough for parent and child, and balconies/terraces and 
private outdoor open space as an extension of living places and visible from the kitchen. 
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7. Design rectangular shaped, conventional townhome buildings that front and are adjacent to 
public streets and property lines that serve as a dividing line between different land use 
designations to have a maximum length of 40 metres.  A maximum of 15 metres can be added 
to these street or property line adjacent/fronting conventional townhouse buildings provided that 
the outcome is shown to provide an improved distribution and design outcome (e.g. a total 
increase of 50% in both width and area between the end of buildings) in relation to the retention 
of existing trees and provisions for Nature Spaces (see Policy #12 below) in between the ends of 
townhouse buildings.  Design the remaining rectangular shaped, conventional townhome 
buildings on the development site to have a maximum length of 55 metres.   

 
8. Orient townhomes to be street-facing along Collector and Local classified roads, and east-west 

oriented arterial classified roads only, with rear public lane access to vehicle and bicycle parking 
to provide generally continuous on-street parking along the public street that is not interrupted by 
driveway let-downs and thereby increasing opportunities for trees in front yards and street 
boulevards, adequate space for rainwater and stormwater management facilities, among other 
streetscape features. 

 
9. Design, orient and site buildings such that the largest roof area is facing south, within plus or 

minus 30 degrees (determined as the maximum deviation) or less (5 to 15 degrees is 
determined as optimal) of the true east-west axis or parallels of latitude, to improve and provide 
for passive and active solar building design, including the application of solar sequestration 
energy generating technologies.  The ridge of pitched roofs should also orient east-west to 
position a portion of the roof directly south to maximize all-season solar sequestration.  

 
10. Provide sufficient front yard lot line, side yard lot line, rear yard lot line setbacks, and separation 

distances between townhouse buildings on a development lot in order to establish generous 
spaces for medium- and large- sized trees with access to sufficient soil volume (Section 5.4. 
Policy #4), including coniferous species, a pedestrian-oriented street presence, and a useable 
and functional space for accessory residential uses (e.g., detached off-street parking structure) 
and livable outdoor spaces.  This can be accomplished through both tree retention and/or new 
tree plantings and are considered different than street trees in the public boulevard, greenway, 
thoroughfare or other publicly accessible – physically and visually – space.  
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11. Limit the maximum height of townhomes to two and a half (2.5) storeys for buildings that are 
adjacent to or front a property line or public road or public lane and a maximum height for 
buildings for the remainder of the development is three (3) storeys.  The maximum height of all 
townhouse buildings is 9.0 metres.  The half-storey is the uppermost level – the third storey – 
of a residential building, sometime referenced as the attic, which has a floor area equal to or 
less than fifty percent (50%) of the floor area of the storey immediately below it and having a 
minimum ceiling height of 1.2 metres and at least seventy percent (70%) of the half-storey 
floor area has a minimum ceiling height of 2.4 metres.  Contain the half-storey of habitable 
space within the primary roof form, maintain the clarity of a simple, steeply-sloped (with a pitch 
of 4 in 12 or greater) primary roof in which dormers are clearly secondary elements, limit 
dormers to only to the non-street facing portion of rowhome buildings and typically less than 
sixty percent (60%) of the roof length, include windows in dormers to improve access to 
natural light and ventilation, set dormers a minimum 1.2 metres back from the building face – 
meaning the part of the exterior wall of a building along the building elevation that orients one 
direction – and avoid tiered or staggered dormers with multiple roof slopes.  Notwithstanding 
the above, townhouse buildings that are adjacent to or front a property line or public road or 
public lane along the south side of the development, a full three storeys is permitted when a 
simple, unencumbered with dormers and the like, steeply-sloped, south-facing roof is provided 
to effectively implement solar sequestration technologies.  

 
12. Establish Nature Spaces – a miniature forest – between and at the end of townhouse buildings, 

that contain the principle residential uses, that consistently (dimensions) and ubiquitously (space) 
extends between the public street and private travel/drive aisles or public lane. Nature Spaces – 
which contributes and forms part of the Neighbourhood Green Infrastructure Network – 
accommodate existing/new trees, understorey plantings, seating, pathways and low-level 
nighttime lighting only (e.g., No off-street parking, including visitor, nor utility kiosks, surface 
drainage facilities/infrastructure, to name a few).  The Nature Space between the ends of two 
buildings will be a minimum of 8.0m in width, extending from the front property line (public street) 
to the nearest public lane or private drive aisle.  Where feasible, extend the nature conservation 
spaces between buildings to the outside face of the curb in the public boulevard of the adjacent 
streetscape.  The combined area of the Nature Spaces for townhouse developments can 
contribute to providing the minimum twenty-six percent (26%) of the lot area (to be defined) of 
each development site requirement for Terrestrial Nature Conservation Area, pursuant to Policy 
#3, Section 3.2 and as further guided by all Policies in Sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 of this 
Fernridge Plan.  A Nature Conservation Covenant will be registered on title for all townhome 
developments.  Nature Spaces for this Section of the Plan are separate and distinct from every 
other development requirement such as, among others, landscaping area and screening 
requirements as defined by the Township’s Zoning Bylaw, development permit area landscaping 
guidelines, relevant zoning schedules and typically landscaped areas defined by required building 
setbacks and building separation distances.   

 
13. Design buildings and dwelling units fronting public streets, Mid-Block Pedestrian Links, and 

parks and open spaces, in order to provide a quality pedestrian environment and support a 
walkable neighbourhood, to include: 
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b. A useable (a minimum 2 metre dimension), covered, elevated, single-storey height front 
porch at the main entrance, for all dwelling units that presents to the public street, public 
lane, Mid-Block Pedestrian Link, and park or open space. 

 
c. A minimum of four (4) off-street parking spaces for the dwelling units that are accessed from 

a rear lane or strata drive aisles and front an arterial street.  All parking spaces within a 
building shall be non-tandem. 

 
e. Direct and convenient connections for pedestrian through an on-site network of sidewalks, 

pathways, and other passageways from the main entrance of each and every dwelling unit 
to an adjoining public pedestrian facility (sidewalk, greenway, path and trail).  These 
pedestrian connections will be independent of a public lane and strata/private drive aisle. 

 
 
14. Incorporate crawl spaces – meaning the space between the underside of the floor system above 

and the ground surface or slab below, having a maximum vertical distance not exceeding 1.2 
metres – below the first floor of habitable spaces to help facilitate, among other aspects of the 
architectural design, the elevated front porch, in areas where habitable space in basements is 
not permitted.  No slab-on-grade foundations for habitable spaces are permitted for the principal 
residential use.  

 
15. Provide swing doors, connecting indoors and outdoors and separate from the overhead garage 

door, for all dwelling units for the front and back of a Conventional Townhome and the front and 
side of a Front-to-Side Townhome. 

 
16. Demonstrate subtle design variations for townhouse units along public frontages to strengthen 

unit identity and support a pedestrian scale.  Façades fronting greenways, Mid-Block Pedestrian 
Links or public trails should be of similarly high quality as those fronting public streets. 

 
 
3.8 Manufactured Home Park  
The Manufactured Home Park land use designation supports the retention of historically designated 
manufactured home parks. This includes the four existing manufactured home parks in Fernridge, 
located south of 26 Avenue. The intent of these policies is to ensure the retention of the designated 
manufactured home parks and appropriate adherence to provincial and municipal policy in the 
redevelopment of non-designated manufactured home parks.  Policies specific for the Manufactured 
Home Park Land Use Designation are as follows: 
 
Policies: 

1. Apply Policies #2 and #3, Section 4.7 of the Brookswood-Fernridge Community Plan. 
 
2. Incorporate new manufactured home park developments in the Single Family 3 Land Use 

Designation to contribute to housing choice in Fernridge. 
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3.9 Commercial Village 
The Commercial Village Land Use Designation will serve as a neighbourhood hub situated in a 
landmark intersection at 200 Street and 24 Avenue, which accommodates mixed-use 
commercial/residential buildings on 3 corners and a heritage assembly use on the fourth. The 
Designation provides opportunities for the integration of street-facing, ground-floor, pedestrian friendly 
retail shops, offices, restaurants, public houses, and personal services, along with apartment residential 
uses – including seniors’ housing.  Mixed-use buildings in this designation are required to have 
residential apartment units on the upper floors above the commercial-oriented ground-floor to ensure 
‘eyes on the street’ and provide residents with opportunities to live and meet their daily needs within the 
same area.  Policies specific for the Commercial Village Land Use Designation are as follows: 
 
Policies: 
 
1. Create a modestly-scaled, mixed-use commercial/residential area at the ‘crossroads’ of two key 

multi-modal mobility routes of 200 Street and 24 Avenue, on lands with a Commercial Village 
Land Use Designation.  The land uses provided in this designation will serve as a 
neighbourhood ‘anchor’ and destination, that incorporates a mix and concentration of residential, 
commercial, community services, employment living uses – means space within a building or 
structure that can accommodate a permitted commercial use within an at-grade ground-oriented 
unit, or a combination of both a permitted commercial use and a permitted residential use within 
an at-grade ground-oriented unit – and outdoor patio-dining opportunities as well as high-quality 
design character for private and public realms and contributions to the Neighbourhood Green 
Infrastructure Network (see Section 4.1, Policy #1). 

 
2. Identify, through science-based evidence, and allocate (Nature Conservation Covenant) a 

minimum twenty-six (26%) percent of the net developable land area of each commercial village 
development site to a Terrestrial Nature Conservation Area, pursuant to Policy #3, Section 3.2 
and as further guided by all Policies in Sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 of this Fernridge Plan. 

 
3. Require locally-serving commercial uses, such as financial institutions, retail stores, convenience 

stores, delicatessens, bakeries, barber shops, beauty salons, restaurants and cafés with outdoor 
dining, liquor store, childcare, and fitness centre – excluding service stations, gas bars, vehicle 
servicing, drive-throughs and other prohibited uses as identified in Section 4.8, Policies #9 and 
#10, Brookswood-Fernridge Community Plan.  These types of retail and service commercial 
uses shall be located at-grade in mixed-use buildings, and each use occupy a maximum floor-
space size of 1,000 m2 (~10,764 ft2).  These maximum floor-space sizes do not apply to the one 
[1] required anchor grocery store, nor to pharmacies, fitness centres, and childcare spaces.  
Incorporate frequent entrances into commercial frontages along buildings with a maximum 
spacing of 15 metres.  Where tenants require somewhat larger frontages, design considerations 
will be required to maintain the character and appearance of frequent entrances, such as 
providing smaller uses along street frontages, with the majority of the larger commercial use 
floor space behind.  Provide a minimum of one child care facility as part of development on lands 
designated Village Commercial. 
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4. Provide space for business, medical and professional offices on the second storey above the 

commercial uses located on the first storey and/or in separate, stand alone buildings specifically 
for office uses that are not located immediately adjacent to 200 Street or 24 Avenue.  An equally 
proportional amount or greater of the total floor area for office uses, as identified in Policy #6 
below, must be built in advance of or in conjunction with the associated retail uses required in 
Policy #5 and #6 below. 

 
5. Accommodate and incorporate one (1) grocery establishment in the Commercial Village Land Use 

Designation with an approximate, maximum size of 3,400 m2 (~36,600 ft2) that serves local 
residents of this and adjacent areas of the neighbourhood as well as the rural surrounds, provided 
that the grocery use is integrated and forms part of a mixed-use commercial/residential building.  

 
6. Design mixed-use commercial/residential buildings in the Commercial Village Land Use 

Designation to be a minimum of two storeys in height and a maximum of three storeys in height. 
Buildings immediately adjacent to a Manufactured Home Park Land Use Designation shall be a 
maximum of two storeys in height. The minimum total floor area for commercial uses is 
approximately 5,300 m2 (~57,050 ft2), which includes a minimum total floor area for ground-floor 
retail uses of approximately 4,200 m2 (~45,200 ft2) and a minimum total floor area for office uses 
of approximately 1,000 m2 (~10,760 ft2) for both the northwest and southeast quadrants of the 
four corners.  The minimum total floor area for commercial uses in the northeast quadrant is 
approximately 5,600 m2 (~60,280 ft2), which includes a minimum total floor area for ground-floor 
retail uses of approximately 4,600 m2 (~49,500 ft2) and a minimum total floor area for offices 
uses of approximately 1,250 m2 (~13,455 ft2).  

 
7. Provide apartment land uses in building storeys above retail and service commercial uses 

located on the first storey and/or above office uses located on the second storey. 
 
8. Design a combination of mixed-use commercial/residential buildings and commercial office only 

buildings in the Commercial Village Land Use Designation, that provides: 
 

a. all buildings and structures together that incorporates a maximum gross floor area of 1.8 
times the lot area for all permitted uses and a maximum lot coverage of sixty (60%) 
percent.  

 
b. rectangular- and L-shaped buildings that have average maximum length of 75 metres and 

on average between 50 and 65 metres. Provide sloped roof surfaces that orient to the 
south to provide optimal and potential use of photovoltaic and other solar energy 
sequestration technologies.  

 
c. a three (3) storey height for all buildings that front a public street, and a minimum of three 

(3) storey height to a maximum four (4) storey height for all other buildings.  ‘Step back’ 
the upper storey of 4-storey buildings by a minimum of 2 times the height of the fourth 
storey in order to reduce visual and overshadowing impacts of building height and also to 
contribute to small town character. 
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d. a minimum of seventy-five (75%) percent of the off-street vehicle parking use associated 
with retail and service commercial uses is concealed parking.  For this specific policy 
provision, concealed parking means an off-street parking use hidden from view and below 
the finished grade of the development site, and/or off-street parking use could also be 
obscured and located within a principal building.  An off-street parking means a use 
providing for the vehicle and bicycle parking needs generated by a permitted use.  For an 
apartment or office use, one hundred (100%) percent of the off-street vehicle parking use, 
including visitor, is concealed parking that is hidden from view and below the finished 
grade of the development site. 

 
e. most of the surface parking, when provided, located adjacent to retail anchors (e.g., 

grocery, pharmacy). Incorporate multiple pedestrian pathways through surface parking 
areas. Differentiate the materiality of the surface parking, drive aisles and pedestrian 
pathways (e.g., concrete, asphalt, yet no pavers or other permeable hard surfaces for any 
area where vehicles will occupy).  

 
f. concealed parking access, as well as off-street loading spaces, at the rear or side of 

buildings in a location not easily visible from 200 Street and 24 Avenue, nor other roads 
and lanes. No off-street vehicle parking or manoeuvring drive aisles shall be permitted in 
the areas between 200 Street and the front building face of buildings, and 24 Avenue and 
the front building face of buildings, on the north side of 24 Avenue, nor similarly between 
the greenways along 200 Street and 24 Avenue and adjacent buildings that frame these 
streets. For clarity ‘front building face’ refers to that part of the exterior wall of a building 
along the front building elevation that orients one direction. Entries to off-street parking for 
lands designated Commercial Village must be from a non-arterial road. However, when 
this is determined not feasible, then entries must be primarily from 24 Avenue, while minor 
entries can be from 200 Street at a safe operating distance from intersections. 

 
g. a range of apartment unit sizes and tenures to appeal to a broad mix of households at 

different stages of life.  This can include student-oriented housing, seniors housing, family 
housing and purpose-built rental.  Specifically, require apartment (mixed-use or stand alone 
buildings) development to provide a minimum ten (10%) percent, three or more bedroom 
units with layouts that consider the needs of households with children, such as generous 
entryways, spacious living spaces for family activities, adequately-sized bedrooms to 
accommodate a bed, dresser, desk, floor space for playing and closet/storage space, all 
bathrooms large enough for a parent and child, and balconies/terraces as an extension of 
living places and visible from the kitchen. 
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h. individual exterior entrances for ground floor apartment dwelling units that are visible from 
and with a pedestrian path to a public street, greenways, trails, or Mid-Block Pedestrian or 
Lane Links. To ensure a degree of privacy, while maintaining visual surveillance these 
ground floor apartment units should be defined through grade separation and with universal 
accessibility.  These exterior entrances will be accompanied with a minimum 9 m2 (minimum 
2 m depth) covered and usable terrace that is partially recessed into the building massing.  
A hard surface pathway, sufficiently sized to accommodate access for emergency services 
and separate from a driveway space, should be provided from the terrace steps or 
accessible ramp to the public sidewalk.  The separation of the private terrace space from 
quasi-public and public space shall be clearly delineated. 

 
i. below grade structures – off-street parking, storage, solid waste management and other, 

however with exception for safety, access, ventilation, mechanical, and other building 
requirements – that are confined and align to the footprint of the building(s) in order to 
effectively provide open, unbuilt space to retain existing trees, accommodate required soil 
volumes and adequate growing space for medium and large trees and other plantings, and 
bioretention and other drainage/recharge facilities where buildings are not located.  In site-
specific circumstances where additional below grade structure beyond the building footprint 
is required, this expansion shall not intrude into the front yard, rear yard and side yard 
setbacks.  Incorporate raised planters over the extent of the corresponding below grade 
structure beyond the building footprint that are not otherwise occupied by drive aisles, lanes, 
loading, parking, pedestrian/bicycling facilities, that provides sufficient surface area and 
depth to accommodate required soil volumes and root depth for medium and large trees and 
integrates engineered root restraint measures for long-term tree stability.  

 
j. a common lobby for each building with apartment units, whose entrance shall be clearly 

visible and directly connected to and from a fronting or public street and not secluded in the 
interior of the development. 

 
k. lifestyle support features and necessities, such as secure storage space for oversize sports 

equipment and seasonal supplies, and secure parking for bicycles and scooters with 
buildings with apartment units. 

 
l. active design features to make daily physical fitness more inviting and to encourage social 

interaction in buildings with apartments.  These building design features include primary 
stairs that provide the most visible and inviting means of vertical travel, transparency 
measures for secondary fire-exiting stairs, outdoor gardening places, indoor common area 
which is provided for the exclusive use of residents of the building, and their guests, for 
recreational, social and shared home-office space purposes – in the amount of three (3.0 
m2) square metres per dwelling unit. 

 
m. high quality buildings faces and façades that create visual interest (yet recognizing the need 

to limit issues of thermal bridging), that demonstrate individuality while contributing to a 
harmonious whole, and that incorporate West Coast Contemporary architecture [including it’s 
evolution toward integrating Net Zero Energy Ready and Passive Home building standards]. 
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n. vertical oriented windows, appropriate window-to-wall ratios (WWR) and associated exterior 
shading devises and other solar management building techniques to control seasonal solar 
gain and shade.  Use openable windows designed to facilitate air flow and ventilation to 
apartment dwelling units.   Apply common industry best practice targets – an overall WWR 
of 40% – for the building overall to reduce heat gain and loss through the building envelope 
by increasing the area of insulated wall.  As determined appropriate (e.g., commercial at-
grade) distribute the overall WWR of the building such that the at-grade WWR target is 
higher (e.g., 75%) and deemed a priority for transparency purposes, and remainder of the 
building would be lower to meet the overall best practice target. 

 
o. continuous weather protection for pedestrians on all building frontages that include ground 

floor commercial and recreational uses. 
 

p. a high-quality pedestrian realm along all building faces, including those buildings not 
adjacent to public streets, and those that are adjacent to publically-accessible spaces – 
(e.g., public roads and lanes, trails and pathways).  Commercial and residential storeys 
should be clearly delineated by glazing patterns (e.g., lower window-wall ratios for 
residential), materials (e.g., commercial facades predominantly masonry and heavy timber), 
and horizontal architectural breaks (e.g., cornice, belt course). 

 
9. Incorporate appropriate site design with sufficient front yard lot line, side yard lot line, and rear 

yard lot line setbacks and building separation distances on a lot in order to establish generous 
spaces for medium and large trees, including coniferous species, and other plantings, a 
pedestrian-oriented street presence, and a functional and livable outdoor space.  This can be 
accomplished through both tree retention and/or new tree plantings and are considered 
different than street trees in the public boulevard, greenway, thoroughfare or other publicly 
accessible spaces. 

 
10. Provide a minimum and consistent building separation distance of 12 metres between all 

buildings, in order to achieve walkable neighbourhoods through a fine-grained block and lot 
pattern and to communicate a pedestrian scale.  This space will serve as a Mid-Block Pedestrian 
Link, a Mid-Block Lane Link, or hybrid version of the Pedestrian Link that uses a portion of said 
Link to provide below-grade access (e.g., off-street parking) and loading (commercial and 
residential) spaces.  These building separation features are discrete and distinct from every 
other development requirement such as, among others, landscaping area and screening 
requirements as defined by the Township’s Zoning Bylaw, development permit area landscaping 
guidelines, relevant portions of zoning schedules and typically landscaped areas defined by 
required building setbacks and building separation distances. 

 
11. Design buildings that create visual interest through massing variations (limit thermal transfer), 

colour, cladding material and adornments (e.g., cornice, belt course,  that demonstrate 
individuality while contributing to a harmonious streetscape, and that incorporate West Coast 
Contemporary architecture.  Façades fronting greenways, Mid-Block Pedestrian Links or public 
trails should be of similarly high quality as those fronting public streets or surface, off-street 
parking areas. 
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3.10 Institutional  
The Institutional Land Use Designation accommodates educational facilities, recreation centres, civic 
buildings, neighbourhood care facilities, and places of worship that are essential for a complete 
neighbourhood.  At the time of Plan adoption, there was one public and two private schools, and a 
community firehall in the Fernridge area.  To accommodate for growth and change in the 
neighbourhood and community, Fernridge will require additional institutional uses.    
 
At full buildout it is estimated that the Fernridge neighbourhood will contribute approximately 1101 
elementary school students (kindergarten to grade 5).  Two new elementary schools will be needed in 
Fernridge to accommodate the number of students in this neighbourhood.  
 
It is anticipated that a minimum of 2.4 hectares (6 acres) of land for each new elementary school 
site will be required, which would be developed at such time that the population growth warrants 
the establishment of the new schools.  Rezoning of lands for development will require that school 
sites be secured as outlined in Section 8.2 of this Plan.  The number, location and grade 
configurations of schools referred to in this plan are projected based on information available at the 
time of plan preparation.  
 
The future actual number, location and grade configurations may differ from those of this plan. The 
School District has developed a Long-Term Facilities Plan which has a requirement to hold public 
consultation on grade configurations in particular areas of the Township. In addition, as the School 
District has limited ability to raise funding for capital projects, it relies heavily on funding from the 
Ministry of Education for the acquisition of land and the construction of schools. Funding requests are 
made annually though the submission of a five-year capital plan. Ministry decisions to support projects 
in that plan are dependent on many factors, including the needs of other school districts.  
 
The intent of the following policies is to maintain existing institutional facilities and to enhance 
accessibility to new facilities.  Policies specific for the Institutional Land Use Designation are as follows: 
 
Policies: 
 
1. Implement Policies #1, #2, #4 and #5, Section 4.10 of the Brookswood-Fernridge Community 

Plan.  
 
2. Comply with the subdivision, servicing and design requirements set out in the Subdivision and 

Development Servicing Bylaw. 
 
3. Accommodate two Elementary Schools, which will form part of a joint neighbourhood 

park/elementary school site with each having a minimum total size of 4.8 hectares (12 acres; 6 
acres neighbourhood park and 6 acres elementary school), one in the Fernridge West Area and 
one in the Fernridge East Area, as indicated on Map 2.  0.4 hectares (1 acre) from the 
neighbourhood park use and 0.4 hectares (1 acre) from the elementary school use will 
contribute to a combined 0.8 hectare (2 acre) Nature Conservation Area. 

 
4. Identify and secure the Elementary School sites along with the rezoning of all lands designated 

for residential development, as outlined in Policy #1, Section 8.2 General Prerequisites.  
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5. Ensure that the Elementary Schools and the adjoining Neighbourhood Park that comprise the 

joint park-school site are appropriately located to serve the intended purpose and to the 
acceptance of the Township of Langley and the Langley School District. 

 
6. Consider new neighbourhood institutional facilities (e.g. schools, daycares, seniors’ centres, and 

places of worship) in any Land Use Designation subject to:  
a. the site being located on and oriented to a collector road (as opposed to a local or arterial 

road only); 
b. the site having access to an adequate transportation network for the proposed size of the 

facility; 
c. the site having adequate off-street parking and/or drop-off and pick-up space; and 
d. the proposed development being consistent with the form, scale, and character of adjacent 

land uses. 
 
7. Ensure attractive and activated street frontages with natural surveillance for all institutional 

facilities.  Building design along public pedestrian corridors shall include elements such as 
windows, entrances, special building articulation, appropriate landscaping and pedestrian-
friendly lighting. 

 
8. Design and locate main building entrances that address surrounding streets to improve the 

relationship between the building and the public realm. 
 
9. Incorporate, in keeping with the Township of Langley Child Care Action Plan, child care facilities, 

including beforeschool and afterschool programming, as part of new elementary schools.  
Support partial funding of the construction of child care facilities through the BFGR Amenity 
Zoning Policy. 

 
10. Encourage the development of affordable housing and/or childcare facilities in conjunction with 

places or worship. 
 
11. Support the development of new seniors housing and care facilities, as defined in the Zoning 

bylaw.  
 
 
3.11 Parks and Open Space  
This Plan both retains an existing network of parks and open spaces yet identifies additional parks and 
open space resources that combined contributes to and accentuates the completeness and livability of 
the Fernridge and surrounding – new and existing – neighbourhoods in the area.  These new and 
existing parks and open spaces provide the neighbourhood with active and passive outdoor 
recreational opportunities to meet the needs of residents and visitors alike.  Policies specific to this 
Parks and Open Space designation, which aim to maintain existing park and open space resources, 
are as follows: 
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Policies: 
 
1. Apply Policies #1, #2, #3 and #4, Section 4.11 Park and Open Space of the Brookswood-

Fernridge Community Plan. 
 
2. Incorporate park and trail improvements in existing municipal lands in advance of new 

dedications and purchases to provide recreational infrastructure early in the neighbourhood’s 
growth and as development occurs to serve both existing and future residents.  For the 
Fernridge Neighbourhood area this would specifically apply to the Little Campbell River 
Wetlands Natural Park (formerly known as Horne Pit).   

 
3. Preserve the location and size of existing park and open spaces in the Fernridge area in 

perpetuity, as identified in Map 2.  
 
4. Provide public roads adjacent to parks space rather than the rear or side lot lines of private 

property, in order to provide visual and physical access for the public. 
 
 
3.12 Aquatic Conservation 
The Aquatic Conservation land use designation is intended to be a space of environmental 
preservation, restoration, enhancement and stewardship of aquatic environments and there 
associated riparian areas that combined provide important fish and wildlife habitats and other 
ecological contributions and services.  Streamside Protection and Enhancement Requirements in the 
municipal-wide Official Community Plan (OCP) seek to protect these natural environmental spaces by, 
in part, establishing vegetated buffers adjacent to watercourses, wetlands, lakes and ponds.  These 
buffers are referred to as "Streamside Protection and Enhancement Areas" (SPEAs).  In addition to 
providing important fish and wildlife habitats, SPEAs protect and promote groundwater recharge, 
absorb greenhouse gases, benefit air quality, reduce flood risk, and provide passive recreation 
opportunities.  To preserve these benefits, these waterbodies, both known (Map 4) and yet to be 
known, in the Neighbourhood Plan area must be protected through the establishment SPEAs. Policies 
specific to this Aquatic Conservation designation are as follows: 
 
Policies: 
1. Preserve, restore, enhance and steward Little Campbell River by establishing SPEAs at the time 

of a rezoning amendment or subdivision application, in accordance with the requirements of 
Section 3.13.19 and Schedule 3 of the municipal-wide Official Community Plan. 

 
2. Retain other important waterbodies – referred to as Aquatic Conservation Patches (see Map 2) – 

in the Fernridge Plan area, including private aquatic features located within the neighbourhood.  
 
3. Locate Aquatic Greenways in the outer six metres of a SPEA, based on connectivity to street 

greenways and public park spaces. Trail design must conform to the requirements of the OCP's 
Streamside Protection and Enhancement Provisions. Access from new development to 
greenways or environmental areas may be restricted if the access is deemed detrimental to the 
overall biological integrity and viability of the greenway. Tree removal shall be avoided and 
additional native plants may be needed to enhance greenways. 
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4.0 Natural Environment + Climate Change 
Response 
 
 
 
 
Nature is an important part of any neighbourhood.  It contributes to a neighbourhood’s livability and to 
the health of its residents and workers.  Nature areas and features, in its many forms, from forests, 
wetlands and watercourses to street and backyard trees, and community and pollinator gardens, impart 
to the overall well-being of a neighbourhood.  Although most recognize that forest stands, wetland 
areas and watercourses are nature, new scientific research indicates that nature is more and includes 
both these natural and near-natural ecological system components as well as human-made 
components that incorporate natural and mimic natural biological systems (biomimicry).  These 
different types of nature areas and features are all referred to as ‘green infrastructure’. 
 
Furthermore, environmental change, whether human-caused or natural, has the potential to 
significantly affect the livability of our municipality and region in the future.  Nature has an important 
role to play in this fluctuating and uncertain context.  Our municipality and region is expecting warmer, 
drier summers and milder, wetter winters as a result of climate change.  Impacts expected to affect the 
Township of Langley and its communities and neighbourhoods include summer drought, air quality 
degradation, changes to groundwater regimes and more frequent and severe weather events during 
the different seasons.  Ecosystem changes may also happen more quickly than most native plants 
and animals can adapt, while adaptable, invasive species may flourish.  These potential impacts could 
have serious repercussions for human health, communities, infrastructure, ecosystems, biodiversity, 
and lifestyles.  Nature conservation and increasing ‘green infrastructure’ in neighbourhoods is seen as 
an important key mitigation and adaptation strategy.  Natural assets support the delivery of core local 
government services, such as recreation, climate regulation, clean air, habitat, and biodiversity and 
are invaluable to the overall health and well-being of a community. 
 
4.1 Nature Conservation Areas and Neighbourhood Green Infrastructure Networks 
The purpose of this Nature Conservation policy framework is to foreground and prioritize the 
preservation, restoration, enhancement and ongoing management and stewardship of an 
interconnected system of natural ecosystem components such as forests, wetlands, watercourses and 
other waterbodies, and human-made components such as manicured parks, landscaping trees, rain 
gardens and greenways, as well as hydro-engineered and bio-engineered features that mimic and 
incorporate natural environment.  These natural ecosystem components exist at a full range of spatial 
scales and resolutions that provide ecological services and support biodiversity in both natural and 
built environments, contribute to neighbourhood character and placemaking, provide recreational and 
experiential opportunities, and accentuate the linkages between and benefits for people, flora and 

4.0 NATURAL ENVIRONMENT + CLIMATE 
CHANGE RESPONSE 
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fauna within the Fernridge area.  These natural ecosystems components, when integrated and 
connected, form the Neighbourhood Green Infrastructure Network (NGIN).   
 
Establishing a Neighbourhood Green Infrastructure Network (NGIN) in Fernridge will serve as a long-
term blueprint for ecological and biodiversity conservation for the collaborative protection, restoration, 
enhancement, and management and stewardship of the natural and built environments in the 
Fernridge neighbourhood in order to achieve ecologically connected and biodiverse livable and 
healthy places in which residents, and natural flora and fauna thrive.  In order for the NGIN to serve as 
a relevant and evolving environmental planning tool in these neighbourhoods, the NGIN must be 
future-minded and set the course for implementation at various scales and resolutions, and through a 
diverse and flexible set of means as new science and understandings emerge.  The identification and 
prioritizing of areas of ecological and biodiversity significance – both terrestrial and aquatic – will 
establish the foundation and Framework Elements for all other contributions to the NGIN.   
 
The term ‘green infrastructure’ is linguistically intentional and a strategic move to reposition ‘green’ or 
nature-based elements, features, functions and services as neighbourhood and community 
necessities, and not simply amenities or ‘nice to haves’.  A NGIN is as essential as the network of 
roads, sidewalks, pathways and trails that provide for the movement of people and a variety of park 
spaces that provide places for residents to play and recharge.  Green infrastructure provides a critical 
underlying foundation to support the function, quality and livability of neighbourhoods and 
communities, and also contributes to safeguarding ecological system services for us humans as well 
as to the enhancement of biodiversity.  
 
Neighbourhood green infrastructure networks differs from conventional approaches to land use and 
open space planning, as well as urban design, because it looks at nature conservation values and 
actions in concert with climate change mitigation and adaptation, landscape design, growth 
management, land development and built infrastructure planning.  In other words, neighbourhood 
green infrastructure is inclusive and systems-based, strategic planning approach for nature 
conservation and land use planning, that blends and incorporates natural and built environments.  
Policies specific for Neighbourhood Green Infrastructure Network are as follows: 
 
Policies: 
 
1. Create Neighbourhood Green Infrastructure Network (NGIN) in the Fernridge Neighbourhood 

that is comprised of a variety of ‘green’, natural areas and features, including, yet not limited to, 
Nature Conversation Framework Elements (defined below), greenways and heartily planted 
streetscapes, community and pollinator-friendly gardens, neighbourhood planters, hedgerows, 
green and blue roofs, green walls, neighbourhood forestry, tiny forests, rainwater, stormwater 
and groundwater management features, wildlife conduits and corridors, songbird landscapes, 
and naturescaping, to name a few, to name a few, and as categorized in Figure 10.   
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2. Preserve, restore, and enhance the following ‘Framework Elements’ of the NGIN to include, as 
conceptually illustrated in Figure 11 the following: 

a. “Terrestrial Nature Conservation Area” means those natural, existing or created, 
ecosystems and features – a community of plants, animals, and microorganisms that are 
linked by energy and nutrient flows and that interact with each other and with the physical 
environment – that are land-based. 

b. “Aquatic Nature Conservation Area” means those natural, existing ecosystems and features 
that are either permanently or periodically under water.  Water may be running, as in a river or 
stream (lotic environments) or still, as in lakes. ponds and wetlands (lentic environments).  An 
Aquatic Nature Conservation Area can include both SPEA (Streamside Protection and 
Enhancement Area, Schedule 3, Official Community Plan) and Non-SPEA regulated features.  

c. There are two (2) types of Terrestrial and Aquatic Nature Conservation Areas: 

i. Hubs - are the heart of the network. Hubs are typically non-linear open space areas of 
complex ecological processes of a significant or noteworthy nature. This includes 
relatively large patches of natural woodlands or forestlands, grasslands, and wetlands, 
as well as human-made areas such as waterbodies and passive parks. Hubs often 
provide a variety of benefits, including improving air quality, filter water, store carbon, 
and provide recreational amenities and health benefits. 

ii.  Corridors - are comprised of a mix of curvilinear and somewhat linear linkages that offer 
species and ecological process connections between Terrestrial and Terrestrial, 
Terrestrial and Aquatic or Aquatic and Aquatic Hubs as well as, at times, a myriad of 
green infrastructure functions located within the built environment of the neighbourhood.  
Corridors tie the network together and make it bigger than the sum of its individual 
parts. Effective connectivity among Hubs supports linkages for the movement of people 
(e.g., greenways), plants and urban wildlife (e.g., riparian corridors). 

d. “Connectivity Nature Conservation Area” means an existing area that provides 
connectivity for biodiversity and other ecological purposes where there is not a single 
defined route (e.g., expansive rural/agricultural spaces such as the ALR, relatively large 
passive and active outdoor recreation spaces such as the Campbell Valley Regional Park, 
forested municipal boundary such as portions of the shared border with Surrey). 

 
 

Nature Conservation Areas 
Assets 

Neighbourhood Enhanced 
Nature Assets 

Engineered Nature Assets 

• Wetlands • Neighbourhood parks • Green/blue roofs 
• Ponds/lakes • Streetscapes + trees • Green walls 
• Rivers/creeks • Naturescaping  • Rainwater harvesting 
• Forests • miniature forests • Greenways 
• Groundwater • nature corridors • Biomimicry 
• Hedgerows • Community + pollinator-

friendly gardens 
• Rainwater, stormwater + 

groundwater mgmt. 
(quality + quantity) 

 
Figure 10. Neighbourhood Green Infrastructure Network Features 
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To meet the objectives and policies of Terrestrial and Aquatic Nature Conservation Areas, these 
Framework Elements of the NGIN shall contain restricted development spaces that are intended 
to be protected Core Habitat Zones as well as Buffer Perimeters (e.g., wind firm areas) that 
provide limited public access and safeguard restricted development spaces from land use 
impacts that may otherwise compromise their natural function.  Buffer Perimeters create a 
transition from Core Habitats Zones to other land uses. 

 
3. Incorporate preservation, restoration, enhancement, and long-term maintenance and 

stewardship guidance as part of development.  Require the preparation of biological inventories 
and ecological/biodiversity assessments, and monitoring plans/programs as part of 
development, which are important to increase understanding and better inform decisions related 
to establish Natural Conservation Areas and long-term management/stewardship decisions. 

 
4. Preserve, enhance, restore and/or establish the largest and best contiguous, ecological 

significant, Terrestrial and Aquatic Nature Conservation Areas for the NGIN that support or have 
the potential to support dispersal and intermixing of flora and fauna for genetic diversity and 
population security.  This is predicated on the science that a few good and connected nature 
conservation spaces are better than a plethora of degraded and disconnected ones.  Apply 
active adherence to all four aspects of nature conservation, that include preservation, 
restoration, enhancement, and long-term, on-going maintenance and stewardship.  Prioritize the 
preservation, as determined through the biological inventory and assessment (See Section 4.2, 
Policy #3) of the Preliminary Habitat spaces in the development of the NGIN Framework 
Elements as identified on Figure 12, followed by the establishment of restored/renewed Nature 
Conservation Areas. 

 
Figure 11. NGIN Framework Elements Concept 
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5. Integrate additional, complementary nature conservation and engineered NGIN features in the 
Fernridge area, such as various interventions to expand the neighbourhood tree canopy, 
engineered green measures, climate change adaptation and mitigation measures, and other 
‘naturescape’ practices (see Naturescape British Columbia Provincial Guide) throughout the 
neighbourhood.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 12. Preliminary Habitat Inventory 

The use of this ‘Preliminary Habitat Inventory’ 
data is for information purposes only and 
requires verification from a Qualified 
Environmental Professional (QEP) to determine 
extents, accuracy, and habitat values of the 
terrestrial and aquatic environmental features. 
This Preliminary Habitat Inventory is not 
considered extensive or complete yet could 
provide an indication of ‘priority’ habitat areas 
based on best available data that informed its 
identification.   It must not be relied upon 
singularly in determining the locations of Nature 
Conservation Areas.   
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6. Preserve and establish a variety of types of NGIN elements in order to support a diversity of 
nature conservation types and features, necessary to support a rich variety of wildlife species 
(migratory and resident) and plant communities.  Restore and enhance nature conservation 
areas where degradation and disturbance has occurred.   

 
7. Situate Terrestrial and Aquatic Nature Conservation Areas nearby one another in order to 

reduce lengths of corridor spaces, to lessen distances when connecting spaces are not feasible, 
and to minimize restrictions and barriers to movement. 

 
8. Provide for contiguous spherical-shaped NGIN Terrestrial Nature Conservation Areas with more 

interior space, provide more secure protection and cover for both flora and fauna, particularly for 
those species that are less tolerant of disturbance.  Terrestrial Areas that have a contiguous 
spherical shape, provide the most interior space for refuge. 

 
9. Locate and provide direct visual and physical access to nature conservation areas in order to 

provide for maintenance, passive recreation and to contribute to a strong neighbourhood identity 
and a small town forested character.  

 
10. Minimize threats and anthropogenic disturbances to Terrestrial and Aquatic Nature Conservation 

Areas through appropriately sized and ‘equipped’ buffers and transitions (e.g., rainwater 
management facilities, tree ‘wind firm’ vegetation, fencing, wildfire measures, etc.) when 
adjacent to the built environment.  

 
11. Recognize that park and open spaces, as well as neighbouring agricultural lands, both cultivated 

and fallow, and including forested lands in an adjacent municipality (City of Surrey), provide 
significant contributions to biodiversity and wildlife passage and contribute as Connectivity 
Nature Conservation Areas 

 
12. Require the appropriate application of policy and regulatory mechanisms to facilitate a fair and 

equitable distribution of costs and benefits of conserving and establishing a neighbourhood 
green infrastructure network, including the Framework Elements discussed above, to balance 
and accommodate the development of the built environment while maintaining and enhancing 
ecological functions and supporting biodiversity.   
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4.2 Cluster Conservation Development 
Cluster Conservation Development (CCD) method for residential subdivision and development 
provides for residential and mixed-use precincts in neighbourhood areas while at the same time retain, 
restore and enhance the natural character and significant conservation habitat – including trees, tree 
stands, groves and small forests – along side the new built environment. CCDs are an alternative to 
conventional residential developments that typically result in substantial loss of natural features and 
habitat.  In contrast, CCD approaches to the development of great new neighbourhoods allow and 
require denser clusters of dwellings units in one part of the proposed project area, in exchange for 
permanently preserving and/or establishing natural/environmental conservation areas and features. 
 
Incorporating CCDs as a neighbourhood and site design approach can provide numerous benefits to 
the neighbourhoods and community of Brookswood-Fernridge.  First, preserving open space and 
habitat provides nature conservation areas for wildlife to travel, and therefore increases the 
biodiversity in the jurisdiction.  Scientific research has found a strong correlation between using cluster 
type developments and the increased preservation of wildlife habitat and biodiversity, as compared to 
traditional residential developments, which had less wildlife habitat and biodiversity. 
 
Second, the preservation of open space allows existing natural areas to continue to provide 
ecosystem services as well as contributing to a neighbourhood, community, municipal and regional 
green infrastructure networks.  Nature conservation areas are open, undeveloped, and vegetated land 
that captures greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and allows wildlife to move freely through a natural 
landscape.  The services that nature conservation areas provide also include air purification, rainwater 
and stormwater management and treatment, and soil retention. 
 
Lastly, preserved open spaces and wildlife habitat contributes to small town character, from the site 
scale through to the neighbourhood and community in their entirety.  As identified in Section 2 of this 
document, one of the most important elements that contribute to a small town character is nature 
spaces and features at all scales, along with neighbourhood design patterns that naturally and 
effectively respond to said spaces and features.  Policies specific for Cluster Conservation 
Development are as follows: 
 
Policies: 
 
1. Require all developments with a Single Family 2, Single Family 3, Rowhome, Townhome, 

Apartment, Manufactured Home Park, and Village Commercial Land Use Designation to apply 
the Cluster Conservation Development (CCD) method for subdivision and development in the 
Fernridge Neighbourhood.  The primary outcome of the CCD method is the identification and 
allocation of Nature Conversation Areas that shall be preserved and established for each 
development site and shall be protected through a Nature Conservation Covenant registered on 
title or dedicated to the Township as a lot or lots.  In either case, the Nature Conservation Areas 
that are established will be separate and distinct from the lots or portions of lots intended for 
development.    
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2. Provide a minimum of twenty-six percent (26%) of the net developable land area of a 

development site for the purposes of contributing to and establishing a neighbourhood-wide 
network of Nature Conservation Areas that serve as the Framework Elements of the 
Neighbourhood Green Infrastructure Network (NGIN) (see Section 4.1 of this Plan for policies 
related to the NGIN and related Framework Elements).  The type of NGIN Framework Elements 
– Terrestrial or Aquatic Nature Conservation Areas – that is/are provided will depend on the size 
of the development site and the natural environment context.  Furthermore, where the 
development site includes a Streamside Protection and Enhancement Development Permit Area 
(DPA), as defined and administrated by Schedule 3 of the Township of Langley Official 
Community Plan, Bylaw 1979 No. 1842, as amended from time to time, the entirety of said DPA, 
above the ‘Top of Bank’ as defined by said bylaw, can be included in calculating spatial 
requirements for the provision of Nature Conservation Areas.  For the purposes of clarity, 
detention ponds or other stormwater/rainwater facilities and required landscaping are considered 
part of the NGIN but are not considered a Framework Element and, therefore, are not included 
as a Nature Conservation Area.  
 

3. Obtain development approval information from development proponents, as requested pursuant 
to Section 485 (1)(b) Local Government Act (LGA), that shall be submitted with an application 
and payment of a zoning amendment application to the Township of Langley, pursuant to 
Section 487 (1)(a), LGA.  The development approval information, provided before or as 
development design discussion begins for a development site, will include the preparation of a 
biological site inventory (bio-inventory) and assessment according, in part, to the procedures 
described in Develop with Care 2014–Environmental Guidelines for Urban and Rural Land 
Development in British Columbia, Appendix B and amendments thereto, prepared by the 
Ministry of Forest Lands and Natural Resource Operations, as amended from time to time.  The 
bio-inventory and assessment shall be: 

 
a. prepared by a qualified professional biologist together with other professionals of different 

and relevant expertise, as the project warrants. If wetlands and riparian areas exist within 
the development area, hydrologists and hydro-geologists should be consulted to ensure the 
proper hydrological function is maintained within these and neighbouring terrestrial, existing 
or future, ecosystems.  A professional geoscientist should be consulted if there is erosion 
potential or slope instability. The consultant or team of consultants should understand 
wildlife biology, especially for species at risk, geomorphology, environmental assessment, 
and development planning in British Columbia, specific expertise in the wildlife species, 
wildlife habitat, and ecosystems of the West Coast region is highly preferred.  
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b. inform the preparation of nature conservation area(s) plan, as part of the development 
approval information request, that identifies and outlines the rationale for the proposed type 
and location of the Nature Conservation Area(s), initial, medium-term and long-term 
restoration and enhancement for the purposes of ecological health, increased biodiversity 
and neighbourhood character, as well as guidance for on-going maintenance and 
stewardship.  Focus on the conservation of existing trees and plants in communities (groups 
of trees along with their associated understory) rather than isolating individual specimens for 
Nature Conservation Areas.  Groups, stands and groves of trees along with the associated 
understory plants often form a larger intact ecosystem and are more likely to provide a 
foundation to restore and enhance the important characteristics of ecosystem health and 
improved biodiversity over time than a few scattered trees.  For the purposes of clarity, 
individual significant trees and their retention is considered equally important and through 
other policies of this Plan, and informed by a ‘Tree Evaluation Report’ (Schedule I Tree 
Protection, Subdivision and Development Servicing Bylaw).  This Report only fulfils a portion 
of the outcomes of the bio-inventory and assessment which is more encompassing, 
identifying all facets of flora and fauna that exist on the property.   

 
c. inform the preparation of nature conservation area(s) plan, as part of the development 

approval information request, that identifies and outlines the rationale for the proposed type 
and location of the Nature Conservation Area(s), initial, medium-term and long-term 
restoration and enhancement for the purposes of ecological health, increased biodiversity 
and neighbourhood character, as well as guidance for on-going maintenance and 
stewardship. 

 
It is to be noted that after the review of the biological inventory and assessment, the Township 
may request for additional clarifications, site investigations, analysis, etc., in support of the report 
assumptions and conclusions.  Furthermore, the development approval information requested in 
this Section 4.2 of the Fernridge Plan will require coordination with the development approval 
information requested in the Section 4.3 of this Plan in the form of a hydrogeological assessment 
report and an aquifer protection plan in terms of synthesized set of recommendations. 
 

4. Ensure that the location of nature conversation areas accommodate and integrate adaptation 
and mitigation of Climate Change through energy conservation measures and reduction of 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.   Street, block, lot patterns, and building and roof orientation 
(facilitate the current or future installation of solar photovoltaic infrastructure) have a role to play 
in reducing energy use and reducing GHGs, including facilitating the use of passive and local 
renewable energy infrastructure, along with active forms of transportation, in the development of 
an energy efficient, resilient, low carbon neighbourhood. 
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4.3 Groundwater Protection and Management  
The Fernridge neighbourhood is underlain by several unconfined and confined aquifers. A commonly 
used aquifer utilized both by private and municipal wells is the Brookswood Aquifer. The Brookswood 
Aquifer is a groundwater reservoir comprised of porous, unconsolidated sands and gravels. In terms of 
the Brookswood Aquifer specifically, these sands and gravels originate from glacial outwash deposits. 
This unconfined aquifer – sometimes referred to as a water table aquifer – is considered unconfined 
because it is not covered or ‘capped’ by relatively impermeable ground/soil material above it, allowing 
for relatively easy recharge or replenishment through the surface, as well as extraction and discharge, 
of the groundwater resource. 
 
The Brookswood Aquifer is an important part of the domestic water supply for many Township of 
Langley residents, both in neighbourhoods and rural areas, and for municipal supply wells.  The 
groundwater system also sustains important habitat as baseflow for surface water sources. 
The glacial deposits, primarily consisting of sands and gravels, that make up the Brookswood Aquifer 
have high permeability, high groundwater flow and have high hydraulic conductivity – meaning that 
the saturation zone of the aquifer is hydraulically connected to surface water (e.g., wetlands, ponds, 
lakes and watercourses).  This means that water can move easily and relatively quickly into the 
groundwater storage, within the groundwater itself, and discharge or exit through surface water, plant 
uptake and evaporation.   
 
Given these characteristics, this also means that the Brookswood unconfined aquifer is very 
susceptible to contamination and interruptions to groundwater recharge, especially from the surface 
and from other interconnected aquifers.  Depending on the season, the highly permeable sand and 
gravel allows rainfall to seep quickly through the pores of the course soil carrying both the recharge and 
contaminants from the surface to the aquifer below.   
 
As a result, care must be taken within these areas to avoid contamination to the underlying aquifer 
and to promote and apply sustainable recharge management practices.  Groundwater resource 
protection requires: 

• the preservation of water quality for the health and benefit of all users, including the natural 
environment 

• the management of water quantity to meet the needs of all users, including the natural 
environment, and  

• the maintenance of the hydraulic integrity of the surface water – lotic and lentic – systems. 
 
Policies specific for Groundwater Protection and Management are as follows: 
 
Policies: 
 
1. Apply Policies #1, #2, #3 and #4, Section 6.1 Aquifer (Groundwater) of the Brookswood 

Fernridge Community Plan.  
 
2. Preserve, restore, enhance, and manage the neighbourhood forest and associated tree canopy 

as a means to protect the underlying aquifer. 
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3. Minimize impervious surfaces to enhance recharge and rainfall infiltration potential. Develop 
specific zoning regulations and development standards to facilitate this outcome. 

 
4. Maximize dispersed groundwater recharge at all spatial scales, from the neighbourhood to the 

individual building site, to minimize groundwater mounding conditions.   
 
5. Require ‘enhanced’ treatment for rainwater and stormwater runoff, particularly for pollution-

generating impervious surfaces such as roads, lanes, surface parking, driveways, 
loading/unloading areas and any other surfaces that vehicles and trucks use, including 
maintenance vehicle and fire apparatus staging areas.   Locate all ‘enhanced’ treatment facilities 
for rainwater and stormwater runoff from pollution-generating impervious surfaces in public or 
adjacent to public spaces to provide for ease of municipal maintenance.   

 
6. Design and implement NGIN features that mimic natural hydrology through low impact 

development practices and implementation of source control best management practices (e.g. 
roof leaders disconnection, enhanced topsoil installation, infiltration galleries, bioretention swales 
and planters, pervious pavers, etc), that promote mitigation of development impacts to runoff 
catchment areas, peak flows, runoff volumes and water quality. 

 
7. Cluster development to protect, restore and enhance Nature Conservation Areas – Framework 

Elements of the Neighbourhood Green Infrastructure Network – that assist in climate change 
adaptation, in enhanced tree canopy, in spaces for wildlife, in contributions to biodiversity and 
ecological services, and management of surface water and groundwater.  

 
8. Obtain development approval information from development proponents, including those occurring 

as pre-application discussions with possible applicants who are seeking site plan design guidance, 
for all proposed new developments in the Fernridge Neighbourhood Plan area.  In the absence of 
pre-application discussions, development approval information, which is requested pursuant to 
Section 485 (1)(b) Local Government Act (LGA), shall be submitted with application and payment 
of a zoning amendment application to the Township of Langley, pursuant to Section 487 (1)(a), 
LGA.  The purpose of the development approval information is to ensure development takes place 
in a manner that protects, restores, sustains and enhances the quality and quantity of groundwater 
sources for drinking, irrigation, other approved uses and the overall health of the natural 
environment and aquatic ecosystem.  The entire Fernridge area lies above an unconfined, water 
table aquifer that has been identified by various municipal documents and inventories as being 
highly vulnerable to contamination.  This aquifer is the source of municipal and domestic water for 
many residents.  The analysis and impact assessment, as well as the conclusions and 
recommendations of this development approval information will be to identify aquifer protection and 
recharge measures, and recharge area contamination prevention measures for the aquifer through 
land use development on the overlying land as well as informing and assisting in determining the 
location and configuration of the Nature Conservation Area associated with the Cluster 
Conservation Development planning model.  
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9. The development approval information shall consist of a Hydrogeological Impact Assessment 
report and an aquafer protection plan containing the following information (this requested 
information only specifies minimum requirements and the professional preparing the report must 
utilize their local knowledge, expertise and professional judgment to determine the scope of the 
undertaking while conducting the technical evaluation in support of the proposed development): 
 
a. A site plan prepared to scale, based on a legal survey, delineating the proposed 

development and associated land boundaries, unique features, existing buildings and 
structures, roads and driveways, topographic features, and significant features identified in 
the site inventory. 

 
b. A map showing the ownership and locations of all currently used water wells and surface 

water within a minimum radius of 1.0 km from the development site. 
 
c. A site inventory, providing information on existing pre-development conditions, including 

historical and current land uses. 
 

d. A description of the hydrogeological system and setting, including the type and 
characteristics of aquifer(s) present on site, aquifer boundaries, surficial geology, 
stratigraphy, site cross-sections and soil logs, existing land uses within at least 500m of the 
site (show on the map), including hydrological and hydrogeological uses and features, as 
well as identify recharge/discharge areas if any, and changes in the recharge to the 
underlying aquifers due to the proposed development, changes in hydraulic inter-
connectivity between surface water and groundwater features and baseflows to creeks and 
other waterbodies. 

 
e. A conceptual model of the groundwater. 

 
f. A description of existing groundwater and surface water users within 1.0 km of the 

development site.  
 

g. Methodology and, if applicable, uncertainties and limitations of the report. 
 

h. A description of the proposed work, during or after the development phase, especially the 
activities that have the potential to adversely impact the local hydrology and groundwater 
regime. The report should also identify alternative options that will not negatively impact the 
local environmental and water systems. 
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i. An impact assessment of: 

i. Identification of all natural features that are potentially at risk from the proposed 
development and the facilities that will be built as part of this project and show them on 
a map; 

ii. Cumulative effects analysis; 

iii. Impact to existing groundwater users, water quality and water supply, identification of 
the potential groundwater issues in the area that may arise from the proposed land use, 
changes in the local water table depth and peak water table, risk of mounding or 
ponding and others; 

iv. Impact to surface waterbodies; 

v. Other potential impact implications, such as changes in base flows and recharge 
quantity, down-gradient water quality changes, and others. 

 
j. Conclusions and recommendations consisting of: 

i. A summary of results and impact assessment; 

ii. An unqualified statement that the proposed development will not adversely impact 
aquifer(s), existing public and private wells, or surface water bodies in terms of water 
quality and quantity; or 

iii. Where such a statement cannot categorically be made, specific recommendations on 
aquifer protection measures and mitigating the likelihood of potential impacts including 
measures that need to be implemented at pre- and post-development stages, which 
would result in the requirement being met. 

 
k. Any recommended monitoring requirements, identifying actions that will be taken to ensure 

all proposed recommendations, activities and actions are completed as described, including 
the design and implementation of a groundwater monitoring program, groundwater quality 
protection plan, spill response, fire and contingency plans, and process for resolving any 
non-compliance. 

 
It is to be noted that after the review of the Hydrogeological Impact Assessment, the Township 
may request for additional clarifications, site investigations, analysis, etc., in support of the report 
assumptions and conclusions.  Furthermore, the development approval information requested in 
this Section 4.3 of the Fernridge Plan will require coordination with the development approval 
information requested in the Section 4.2 of this Plan in the form of a biological inventory and 
assessment in terms of synthesized set of recommendations. 

 
10. Appropriately close test holes or similar that are used for geotechnical or hydrogeological 

investigations and purposes. Monitoring will be completed by an appropriately Qualified 
Professional Hydrogeologist or Engineer with relevant experience, registered in the Province of 
British Columbia. 
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11. Design communal rainwater and stormwater detention facilities and ponds to also provide 
bioretention capabilities, as feasible and contribute to groundwater recharge while protecting the 
quality of the baseflows and infiltrated water, and the water that will be collected or retained on site. 

 
12. Allow habitable basements with residential uses in areas delineated on Map 4 as a Habitable 

Basement Area subject to requirements of the Subdivision and Development Servicing Bylaw 
along with confirmation, based on site investigations, that there is no risk of flooding, seepage or 
water intrusion into the basement.  Areas delineated on Map 4 as a Possible Habitable 
Basement Area may be permitted to have habitable basements with residential uses provided 
that a technical assessment supported by site hydrogeological investigations, monitoring data 
and observations, including seasonal variations and long term water level trends of groundwater 
and surrounding water features, site geology, cumulative impacts analysis, etc., demonstrates 
that such basements are feasible. The technical evaluation submitted by the applicant must be 
prepared by a certified Qualified Professional Hydrogeologist or Engineer, registered in the 
Province of British Columbia.  Lastly, prohibit habitable basements with residential uses, due to 
high water table conditions during peak rainy season, in areas delineated on Map 4 as a No 
Habitable Basement Area.   

 
 
4.4 Neighbourhood Forestry 
Trees within neighbourhoods improve livability, increase civic pride, and contribute significantly to the 
quality of life for residents.  Trees are good for business.  In main street retail areas, shoppers stay 
longer and spend more money overall in those districts lined by street trees. 
  
Neighbourhood forests slow the production of ground-level ozone, filter particulates from the air, and 
absorb air-borne pollutants such as sulphur dioxide.  A single mature tree can produce enough oxygen 
for two people. Trees can also reduce the costs of rainwater management, by intercepting rainfall and 
reducing the quantity of rainwater to be handled, and by reducing heat on and extending the lifecycle 
of paved areas. In neighbourhoods with quality trees, crime rates are relatively lower and drivers slow 
down and experience less stress.  Property values are also generally higher in these neighbourhoods 
and noise levels are reduced.  
 
Environmentally, trees increase biodiversity in a neighbourhood by providing food and habitat for a 
range of wildlife species. Tree roots protect stream banks, reducing the potential for erosion and 
sedimentation, while shading the water. Trees also conserve and enhance soil productivity by 
enriching biological activity through support for insects, bacteria and fungi, which in turn improve the 
ability of soils to update water and nutrients.  
 
Neighbourhood trees can also be stressed by restrictions to water and nutrients, and impacted by 
wind and road salt / brine. At a time when the forest in most neighbourhoods will have an increased 
role in sequestering carbon, sheltering from winds and reducing demands for energy for heating and 
cooling homes as a result of climate change, its trees will face escalating changes to growing 
conditions, altering plant hardiness zones and compromising their longevity.  
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Development of a forest management strategy as part of neighbourhood planning promotes forestry 
as an integral “building block” or structural element in new Fernridge neighbourhood.  In order to guide 
the development of great new neighbourhoods, this forest strategy could incorporate and combine (1) 
retention; (2) enhancement and integration through the appropriate “right tree and right location” 
methodology; and (3) reforestation that incorporates the next generation of neighbourhood trees that 
would adapt to new growing and seasonal conditions due to climate change, as an approach to 
establishing a robust, multi-generational neighbourhood forest. 
 
Policies specific for Neighbourhood Forestry are as follows: 
 
Policies: 
 
1. Nurture the neighbourhood forest in Fernridge by 

establishing the tree canopy cover in the Fernridge area 
of a minimum thirty-five (35%) percent at completion 
and full build-out of the Fernridge neighbourhood and a 
minimum thirty-eight (38%) percent at approximately 20 
years following completion and full build-out of the 
neighbourhood. 

 
2. Apply Cluster Conservation Development for all 

development sites designated as Single Family 2, 
Single Family 3, Rowhome, Townhome, Apartment, 
Manufactured Home Park, and Village Commercial to 
preserve, restore and enhance tree stands, groves, 
small forests and larger tree preservation/plantable 
areas to maximize tree canopy and the creation of the 
neighbourhood forest in Fernridge.   

 
3. Maximize tree canopy as part of development by updating zoning bylaw provisions regarding lot 

coverage, maximum pervious cover (site coverage), siting of building and structures (setbacks, 
interior separation distances), the introduction of required tree retention/plantable spaces, 
locational and tree selection criteria for increasing building energy efficiency, and pollution-
generating surface run-off treatment, requirements for permeable surfaces, extent of 
underground structures, and screening/landscaping requirements, among possible others. 

 
4. Improve tree growth potential in the neighbourhood by increasing minimum soil volume for tree 

planting requirements.   Update the Township of Langley Subdivision and Development 
Servicing Bylaw to increase the minimum soil volume requirement to 30 m3 for medium to large 
trees (expected outcomes in the neighbourhood), to provide soil distribution guidance by 
recommending approximately 0.3 m3 to 1.0 m3 of soil per square metre of expended tree canopy 
projection be provided and require 20 m3 of soil volume per tree where soil is being shared 
between trees.  Apply these requirements until such time as the aforementioned Bylaw is 
formally updated and considered for adoption by Council.   

 

Neighbourhood tree canopy cover is 
a performance measure of the 
physical coverage of the tree leaf or 
foliage canopy over the land. It 
represents a way of expressing, as a 
percentage, the spatial extent or 
vertical projection of the tree crown 
coverage in an area.  Canopy cover 
provides an important way of 
measuring the character of any 
neighbourhood forest.  It is a 
repeatable benchmark that can be 
measured regularly and can guide 
future tree planting programs. The 
measure of tree canopy cover for a 
neighbourhood forest serves as a 
good indicator of its general health 
and value. 
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5. Improve adaptability of tree growth potential in the neighbourhood by reviewing and updating the 
Township’s preferred tree list to effectively respond to our regions changing climate.  This will 
require consulting and working with regional and local tree nursery’s to begin reviewing and 
updating their available nursery tree stock that aligns with the Township’s updated preferred tree list.   

 
6. Establish canopy/planting targets for each municipal park type and targets, in consultation and 

collaboration with the School District, for elementary schools.  
7. Update and/or develop information systems within a corporate asset management framework to 

measure urban forest management targets every five years, including inventory of location, 
quantity or extent, useful life expectancy and, when possible, costs and value of trees. 

 
8. Develop a storm response plan to define the process for emergency tree risk assessment and 

tree removal associated with storm events. 
 
9. Ensure that new plantings in streetscapes, greenways, and parks – excluding areas managed as 

Nature Conservation Areas – meet optimal diversity measures and target no more than ten 
percent (10%) of any species, twenty percent (20%) of any genus and thirty percent (30%) of 
any family at the neighbourhood scale. 

 
10. Plan and fund naturescaping on public lands to support and enhance biodiversity, and to 

demonstrate best practices for naturescaping to private landowners. 
 
11. Develop and fund a Brookswood-Fernridge Neighbourhood Forest Stewardship Program, 

coordinated by the Township of Langley yet based on community partnerships and citizen 
involvement. 

 
a. Defines partnerships and their role and links to partner contact information 
 
b. Coordinates a ‘Neighbourwoods’ program to supply appropriate trees to private and 

institutional landowners through local nurseries and supports an ‘Adopt a Tree’ program 
where individuals or businesses can provide funds for the planting and maintenance of a 
neighbourhood tree. 

 
c. Identifies and establishes strategic partnerships with community groups, private enterprise, 

and local government to co-fund and resource neighbourhood forestry projects.  
 
d. Explores partnership opportunities with the School District and other institutional landowners 

to increase canopy coverage through tree planting programs. 
 
e. Develops an online profile for the neighbourhood forest through the Township’s website and 

social media to provide links to neighbourhood forest benefit calculators, share 
neighbourhood forest data, provide regular updates about municipal and partner 
neighbourhood forest activities and opportunities for participation.  
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f. Posts public signage and sends out educational materials related to neighbourhood forest 
benefits in areas where tree vandalism is occurring.  

 
g. Develops and sends out information about trees and associated benefits to residents when 

a new tree is planted near their homes.   
 
h. Develops a ‘Citizen Neighbourhood Forester’ program for the community and 

neighbourhood to participate in neighbourhood forest management, with support from 
partners. For example, Citizen Neighbourhood Foresters could be trained in proper tree 
planting and formative pruning to lead volunteers in annual projects for Nature Conservation 
Area vegetation planting, and potentially to support young tree maintenance.  

 
i. Develops a ‘Neighbourhood Forest Watch’ pilot program for the community and 

neighbourhood to identify and participate in cleanup of Nature Conservation Areas. 
 
 
4.5 Renewable Energy + Low Carbon Neighbourhoods 
The construction, operation and maintenance of buildings and our fossil fuel dependent transportation 
system represent a significant contributor to the creation of GHG emissions, and our changing climate.  
Building, site and landscape design, active transportation, particularly walkable neighbourhood design, 
can assist in reducing energy use and water consumption, as well as reducing GHGs.  As part of its 
pledge to the Partners of Climate Protection and the British Columbia Climate Action Charter, and it’s 
own Climate Action Strategy, as well as other plans and strategies, the Township of Langley 
progresses towards the creation of low carbon neighbourhoods.  The intent of the Fernridge 
Neighbourhood Plan is to: 

• Lead a shift in practice and behaviour with block patterns that accelerate reductions in fossil fuel 
(a key contributor of GHG emissions) dependence and overall energy demand; 

• Create neighbourhoods and their associated block patterns that have a positive impact on the 
natural environment and natural earth systems, including a healthy neighbourhood forest, and 
supports residents physical and mental health; 

• Encourage and support innovation for all neighbourhood design features, including block patterns, 
that facilitate the use of passive and local renewable energy infrastructure, in the development of 
an energy efficient, resilient, low carbon neighbourhoods; and  

• Build neighbourhoods and the community through block patterns that provide and facilitate the use 
transit, cycling, walking and other active forms of transportation and upholds long-term livability. 
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Policies specific for Renewable Energy and Low Carbon Neighbourhoods are as follows: 
 
Policies: 
 
Neighbourhood Spatial Pattern 
Solar optimized block patterns, can create opportunities to reduce building and transportation energy 
demand in neighbourhoods, improve overall building and transportation energy demand performance, 
maximize passive design strategies, including natural ventilation, and measures that expand 
opportunities beyond only mechanical systems. 
 
1. Design and orient the lotting pattern in blocks for housing developments with Single Family 2, 

Single Family 3, Rowhome Land Use Designations where a minimum of 80 percent of the lots 
for the southern-facing front or rear property line of the lot is within plus or minus 30 degrees 
(determined as the maximum deviation) or less (5 to 15 degrees is determined as optimal for 
solar sequestration) of the true east-west axis.  The longest dimension of the lot is also aligned 
to the true east-west axis as well.  Provide evidence of compliance as part of municipal review of 
a subdivision application submission. 

 
2. Provide lot or development site dimensions for the relevant building typology to accommodate a 

building footprint, that conforms to the Plan policies, relevant zoning provisions and other 
development requirements, and a building roof area of a sufficient scale and optimal orientation 
for root-top photovoltaics and adequate energy supply generation.   

 
Building Orientation 
Building orientation can assist in reducing energy use and greenhouse gas emissions.  Positioning 
and orientation of buildings to take advantage of sun and natural topography into account can facilitate 
the application of both passive and active solar design measures for buildings, which in turn can result 
in reductions in GHG emissions and energy demand. 
 
3. Design, orient and site all buildings such that the largest wall length is facing south, within plus 

or minus 30 degrees (determined as the maximum deviation) or less (5 to 15 degrees is 
determined as optimal for solar sequestration) of the true east-west axis, to improve the passive 
performance of the structure.  Provide evidence of compliance as part of municipal review of 
subdivision application submission or part of a zoning amendment application, in advance of any 
other development permit area application or building permit. 

 
4. Design all buildings that incorporate a pitched roof, to orient and site the largest surface area of 

said pitched roof of a building to be south facing – within plus or minus 30 degrees (determined 
as the maximum deviation) or less (5 to 15 degrees is determined as optimal for solar 
sequestration) of the true east-west axis – in order to optimize solar orientation to maximize 
solar gains in the winter and minimize in the summer, to improve performance of photo-voltaic 
and other solar sequestration energy generating technologies, and to improve overall energy 
performance and occupant comfort.  Provide evidence of compliance as part of municipal review 
of subdivision application submission or part of a zoning amendment application, in advance of 
any other development permit area application or building permit.   
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5. Design all buildings that accommodate a residential use to meet the Net-Zero Energy Ready or 
the Passive House building standard.  These two building standards are ones that have been 
designed and built to a level of performance such that it could, at some point in the reasonable 
near future provide the addition of solar panels or other renewable, on-site energy generation 
technologies, achieve a net-zero energy performance.  

 
6. Encourage the use of light coloured hard surfaces (e.g., driveway or patio paving), reflective 

roof surfaces, blue and green roofs and green walls to reduce the urban heat island effect.   
 

7. Encourage the siting, form and scale of buildings to not block solar access from existing or 
anticipated development and that shadowing impacts on adjacent buildings are minimized. Sun 
and Shade analysis should be provided with all residential, commercial, institutional and mixed 
use developments to demonstrate that overshadowing of adjacent buildings is minimized. 

 
Landscaping  
Landscaping can modify temperature conditions on a site and, in turn, influence the energy 
performance of buildings and structures.  It can also contribute to water conservation by minimizing 
need for irrigation and maximizing water absorption, retention and groundwater recharge.   
 
8. Design, develop implement landscape strategies that incorporate a mixture of drought-tolerant 

native deciduous and coniferous, evergreen tree species of varying ages and heights (retention, 
restoration and enhancement), along with a variety of native shrubs, perennials, and 
groundcovers with xeriscaping techniques, to replicate natural ‘layered’ plant communities, to 
contribute to the microclimates of the site and interiors of buildings, as well as encourage 
biodiversity and ecological health and to limit the need for irrigation. 

 
9. Incorporate landscape design strategies to reduce energy demands for heating, cooling and 

lighting in buildings by: 
 

a. using deciduous trees on the southern and western facing sides of a building to maximize 
the warming effect of solar radiation in winter months and the cooling effect of shade in the 
summer; and 

 
b. by situating coniferous, evergreen trees in all other areas throughout, as part of 

development and broader neighbourhood design. 
 
Provide sun/shade analysis as part of subdivision and rezone applications to demonstrate that 
overshadowing is minimized and to provide guidance for the retention and placement of trees.  
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10. Provide rainwater harvesting infrastructure as part of development with Single Family 2, Single 
Family 3, Rowhouse and Townhouse Land Use Designations, sized to a sufficient quantity to 
afford adequate water for landscaped areas of the development during the length of a typical 
dry season, based on best available climate change forecasts at the time of application. 

 
11. Encourage the employment of green roofs, blue-green roofs, green walls and other green 

engineered systems that can contribute to rainwater management and cooling needs by reducing 
the heat island effect of a building’s roof/wall and heat transfer to the interior of the structure.   

 
12. Obtain development approval information from development proponents, including those 

occurring as pre-application discussions with possible applicants who are seeking site plan 
design guidance, for all proposed new developments in the Fernridge Neighbourhood Plan area.  
In the absence of pre-application discussions, development approval information, which is 
requested pursuant to Section 485 (1)(b) Local Government Act (LGA), shall be submitted with 
application and payment of a zoning amendment application to the Township of Langley, 
pursuant to Section 487 (1)(a), LGA.  The purpose of the development approval information is to 
ensure development takes place in manner creates neighbourhoods and their associated block 
patterns that have a positive impact on the natural environment and natural earth systems and 
supports residents physical and mental health; encourages and supports innovation for all 
neighbourhood design features, including block, lot and building orientation patterns, that 
facilitate the use of passive and local renewable energy infrastructure, in the development of an 
energy efficient, resilient, low carbon neighbourhoods; and helps build neighbourhoods and the 
community through block patterns that provide and facilitate the use transit, cycling, walking and 
other active forms of transportation and upholds long-term livability.  The analysis and 
assessment, as well as the conclusions and recommendations of this development approval 
information will be used to identify and confirm compliance with the policy outlined in this Section 
of the Fernridge Plan.   
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 Neighbourhood Design Patterns and 
Placemaking 
 
 
 
 
A neighbourhood is a place. Designing and building great new neighbourhoods involve transitions 
from one type of place to another. The character of this changed place – a neighbourhood – can be 
described through visual aesthetics and physical relationships. Neighbourhood character involves a 
mix of elements in the natural and built environments that give it a distinct “personality”. Every property 
and building, public place, environmental feature, or piece of infrastructure contributes to its character, 
as do the arrangements of each of these building blocks. 
 
The visual and physical patterns of the built environment are defined by recurring characteristics, such 
as the green street edges of front yards, street trees, and by the frontage patterns, forms, and orientation 
of buildings – which can vary by neighbourhood, street, and block or can be consistent across the 
community as a whole. These patterns can accommodate a diversity of building forms and scales while 
providing an underlying sense of cohesion that helps define the character of the neighbourhood.  
 
But neighbourhood character alone does not define the identity of a space or the sense of place. For 
a neighbourhood to become a valued place, it must also establish and nurture a distinct identity that is 
determined in part by how residents, business operators, and visitors experience the place and 
socially interact within it. The sense of place of a neighbourhood consists of both tangible human-built 
and natural structures and subjective experiences within and between them. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5.0 NEIGHBOURHOOD DESIGN 
PATTERNS + PLACEMAKING 
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5.1 Neighbourhood Precincts 
 
5.1.1 Neighbourhood Activity Precinct 
The Neighbourhood Activity Precinct is located at the ‘Four Corners’ of the crossroads of 200 Street 
and 24 Avenue – see Figure 13 below.  This neighbourhood-scale mixed-use hub serves as a local-
serving destination, that incorporates a spatial concentration of employment, commercial and 
community services, residential uses, as well as a public gathering space – Fernridge Community Hall 
– and a high-quality design and character for the private and public realms.  This Precinct is intended 
to be the focal point of the Fernridge neighbourhood as well as the rural surrounds.  The intensity of 
the built environment, as well as the design and density of the Precinct will create a small-town 
shopping and services space that is accessible by all modes of travel, including by horse, that 
provides for the day-to-day needs of residents and workers, including those in the nearby industrial 
areas, of the neighbourhood and rural surrounds. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 13. Neighbourhood Activity Precinct 
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Policies specific for the Neighbourhood Activity Precinct are as follows: 
 
Policies: 
 
1. Design pedestrian scale block perimeters and block face lengths for each of the four Quadrants 

– Northwest, Northeast, Southwest and Southeast) in the Neighbourhood Activity Precinct that 
result in a block and street structure with high connectivity, that balances pedestrian, bicycle and 
horse/rider comfort, and mobility, transit accessibility (where appropriate), freight delivery, and 
automobile movement.  

 
2. Configure the pedestrian scale block and local road patterns with a maximum block size length 

of 180 metres between two street cross-sections or intersections and on average between 150 
and 170 metres (measured between the outside curb faces of two cross streets) – see Figure 6.  
Blocks that front arterial streets can extend beyond this maximum block size length provided 
they incorporate Mid-Block Lane and Pedestrian Links, as well as local roads that do not 
intersect, between the arterial street and local and collector roads at a spacing similar to the 
average block length of between 150 and 170 metres.  

 
3. Provide Mid-Block Lane Links – public or quasi-private – for vehicle parking, cycling and 

pedestrian, resident and visitor access, and loading and servicing access.  These Lane Links will 
bisect blocks in one or two directions and achieve a fine-grained grid pattern with lane corridors 
set at approximately 80 to 90 metre intervals.  For clarity, this is intended to achieve a 
transportation and access grid that ‘fine-grained’ with roads roughly spaced 180 metres apart and 
a mid-block support grid of roughly 80 to 90 metres on adjoining sides. These Mid-Block Lane 
Links should include parallel on-lane parking, separate pedestrian pathways and other lanescape 
features including trees and stormwater/rainwater lane runoff management measures.  

 
4. Include in Mid-Block Pedestrian Links that are barrier-free and clearly identifiable from the street 

to increase block permeability for active 
transportation modes.  These Links may be 
located within mid-block vehicle lane right-
of-way allowances or exclusive vehicle-free 
corridors and would bisect blocks to achieve 
a sub-block active transportation grid that is 
approximately 60 to 75 metres on each side 
of the block and street structure. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 14. Block Pattern Guideline Diagram for Rowhome, Townhome,  
 and Commercial Village Land Use Designations in the Neighbourhood Activity Precinct 
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5. Orient lane and Mid-Block Pedestrian Links to effectively connect to adjacent properties and 
between public rights-of-way.  

 
6. Develop an interconnected collector and local road network that conforms to the street hierarchy 

of roads in the Neighbourhood Activity Precinct as delineated in the Circulation Concept Plan 
(Map 5).  Required roads, by Quadrant, within the Neighbourhood Activity Precinct include: 

Northwest Quadrant 
a. 199 Street to 25 Avenue – new Collector Street – connecting 24 Avenue and 200 Street; 

b. 199B Street – new Local Street – extending sufficiently north from 25 Avenue to serve 
property south of the Little Campbell River; 

 
Northeast Quadrant 
c. 200A Street – new Local Street – extending sufficiently north from 24 Avenue to serve 

property south of the Little Campbell River; 

d. 25 Avenue – new Local Street, connecting 24 Avenue and 200 Street; 
 

Southwest Quadrant 
e. 199 Street – new Local Street – between 24 and 23B Avenues; 

f. 23B Avenue – new Local Street – connecting 200, 199 and 198 Streets 
 
Southeast Quadrant 
g. Provide one point of access onto 200 Street and 24 Avenue for private properties with a 

Commercial Village Land Use Designation. 
 
Prohibit access to off-street vehicle parking and freight deliveries, as well as additional streets 
other than those listed here, to/from 200 Street and 24 Avenue.  Where development 
circumstances require direct access to off-street vehicle parking and freight deliveries for lands 
with a Commercial Village designation, consider as part of a traffic analysis a right-turn, 
deceleration lane that is accommodated partly or entirely on the commercial property.   

 
7. Design the Northwest, Northeast and Southeast Quadrants to provide: 
 

a. a continuous, ground-oriented, pedestrian focused commercial or civic/assembly uses on 
the ground floor of all buildings along arterial road frontages for the entire length of 24 
Avenue and 200 Street as identified on Figure 15 as Mandatory Commercial Street 
Frontage. 

 
b. buildings that are oriented and located along Mandatory Commercial Street Frontage areas 

incorporate a back-to-back commercial unit/building design approach where the row of 
commercial units on the ground floor orient towards 24 Avenue and/or 200 Street and that 
the opposite side of the back-to-back commercial units orients towards the interior of 
development site.  Effectively link the primary entrances for the ground floor commercial 
units along the Mandatory Commercial Street Frontage areas to the adjacent Street 
Greenways.  
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c. public entrances to office, residential and/or employment living – means space within a 
building or structure that can accommodate a permitted commercial use, a permitted 
residential use or a combination of the two within a unit above the first storey – uses above 
the ground floor may be located along Mandatory Commercial Street Frontage areas 
provided that they are modest in size and are carefully designed to avoid dominating the 
character of the commercial street. 

 
d. a continuous, significant and appropriately-sized weather protection (truly functional 

canopies, awnings) for pedestrians on building façades with no gaps wherever possible, for 
both street fronting buildings of Mandatory Commercial Street Frontages and associated 
buildings not fronting public streets but interior, publically accessible spaces of a 
Commercial Village designated development site.   

 
e. commercial entrances that are slightly recessed from the dominant building face at grade of 

the adjoining sidewalk to prevent door swing from impeding the through-movement of 
sidewalks and pathways.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15. Neighbourhood Activity Precinct Street Frontage Type 
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f. consistent street wall heights for the Mandatory Commercial Street Frontages and 
Residential Street Frontages to create a unique public streetscape and pubic realm, design 
human scale buildings and streetscapes, and increase the dissemination of natural light on 
the public realm.  The singular departure would be the heritage structure in the Southwest 
Quadrant – Fernridge Hall.  

 
g. Distribute surface, off-street parking into ‘pods’, for lands designated Commercial Village, 

that are divided by multiple, plentiful and colourful landscaped areas with large trees, 
several raised and weather protected pedestrian pathways, horse-focused spaces, and the 
arrangement and orientation of buildings (not singularly arranged on the permitter of the 
development site).  Avoid a single, monotonous, aggregated off-street parking area. 

 
h. Apply Contemporary West Coast architectural design to all buildings.  Post and beam 

construction or exposed timber structural elements are a staple.  Wood should be a 
component of a building’s exterior façades, including the use of large dimensioned, milled 
and unmilled timbers, trim for windows and doors, canopy structures, commercial signage, 
and exterior cladding.  Natural stone and other masonry finishes, as well as concrete paired 
with wood, should be incorporated.  Building massing should include rectangular shapes, 
interacting with each other and tied together, large, vaulting (+90 degrees) eaves extending 
over the primary and secondary entrances, typically featuring wood on the underside.  
Metal materials are used sparingly, and large expanses of vinyl siding and stucco are 
strongly discouraged.  Plentiful glazing is encouraged to provide connections to the 
surrounding natural environment and semi-public and public realms.  Colour pallets should 
be primarily neutral and earth tones.  Buildings should be integrated into a natural setting 
featuring extensive use of native trees and plants.  Natural retained and restored 
ecosystems and asymmetry landscapes, integrating mosses, ferns, rocks and stone 
features, native grasses, and wood elements.  The features, materiality and characteristics 
of Contemporary West Coast architectural design will likely evolve overtime and therefore 
acceptance of this change in the built environment will not require an amendment to this 
Neighbourhood Plan.   

 
i. ‘gateway features’, that include distinct building/commercial signage, architectural features, 

and/or other measures to create a sense of arrival as identified on Figure 7 – all four corners 
of 24 Avenue and 200 Street intersection. At a minimum, include a ‘Forest-&-Fern Corner’ and 
compatible landscape features and a corner-oriented, built-over breezeway providing through-
movement between the arterial streetscape and the interior open spaces of the development 
site and accommodation for outdoor covered café or dining seating and display space.  

 
8. Explore opportunities to leverage various funding sources to support heritage preservation and  

restoration of the heritage building – Fernridge Hall – and property.   
 
9. Maintain the development character, including through building and site renovations, upgrades 

and add-ons in the Southeast Quadrant, with the exception of streetscape and road 
improvements, until such time as a complete redevelopment of a property or properties is 
considered then all relevant policies of this Section would apply.  
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10. Design development sites to enable buildings and landscape design that is solar optimized, 
highly walkable and supportive of other active modes of transportation, thereby assisting in the 
reduction of GHG emissions and improvements in energy efficiency.  This includes buildings 
with pitched roofs oriented south in order to increase productivity of roof-top solar sequestration 
technologies.  

 
11. Provide a cohesive landscape concept throughout the Commercial Village Land Use Designation 

and the Institutional Land Use Designation, with enhanced ‘gateway’ landscaping at the four corners 
of the intersection of 200 Street and 24 Avenue.  In specific, provide and create a generous forested 
landscape space, incorporating existing and new coniferous tree species (provided they do not 
interfere with vehicular sightlines), understorey plantings, and other appropriate landcover and 
earthen materials (e.g., boulders, large woody material), split-rail fences and a hard surface 
pedestrian ‘pass-through’, and locate it on the private property side and adjacent to the ‘corner cuts’ 
required by Subdivision and Development Servicing Bylaw 2019 No. 5382, as amended.   

 
12. Orient a prominent, gateway building at each of the ‘four corners’ that partly establishes a front 

building face that runs parallel along 200 Street and 24 Avenue, and a third front building face 
that runs parallel to the plane of the 45 degree angle created and established by the ‘corner cut’ 
and the adjacent gateway forested landscape space.  The third front building face should form a 
full-width, unenclosed ‘pass-through’ at the ground floor, with the second and third storeys of 
that portion of the build situated above. This unenclosed area will provide direct pedestrian 
access to and from the corner and pedestrian street crossings, accommodate outdoor covered 
café seating, dining, and product display space, and offer a distinct architectural and 
placemaking feature that will contribute to defining this area of Fernridge.  For the Fernridge Hall 
heritage site, construct a landscape structure that ‘mimics’ the front building face alignments and 
pedestrian ‘pass-through’ as discussed in this policy, as a means to ‘frame’ the public space. 

 
13. Incorporate a landscaped neighbourhood public space in the Fernridge Hall heritage property – 

southwest quadrant – along 200 Street and the adjacent street greenway, with a minimum size of 
2,700 m2 (~29,000 ft2). This area will provide a green feel at this important intersection while 
maintaining the prominence of the historic Fernridge Hall on the south side of the intersection. The 
public space shall extend from 200 Street to the south lot line of the Fernridge Hall property across 
200 Street to the west. The public space should be integrated with adjacent buildings, while 
screening parking uses on the property, as well as being conveniently connected with the broader 
Neighbourhood Activity Precinct. Design features of the public space should include a combination 
of hard and soft design and landscaping features, accessibility, direct solar access, distant views, 
vehicle noise and light attenuation measures, a variety of seating and other furnishings, lighting, 
weather protection, and spatial variety. The design theme should reflect the natural environment of 
the area by using aquatically-inspired design materials such as stone and river rock features and 
incorporate a sign of an appropriate scale for vehicular and pedestrian traffic identifying Fernridge 
Neighbourhood Corner. 
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5.1.2 Single Family Precincts 
The Single Family Precincts – see Figure 16 (see following page) – are residential sectors that provide 
a variety of housing types and mobility networks, which are somewhat less dense than the Community 
Activity and Rowhome + Townhome Precincts, that connects residents, jobs, schools, services and 
amenities through various modes of travel.  Schools, numerous parks and open spaces that adds to a 
distinct identity through the integration of additional natural and semi-natural features and small town 
characteristics in the built environment.  The Fernridge Neighbourhood has three (3) Single Family 
Precincts: (a) West; (b) East; and (c) South.  
 
Policies specific to the Single Family Precincts are as follows: 
 
Policies: 
 
1. Provide a variety of housing types ranging from single family and secondary suites (attached 

and detached), two-, three- and four-unit dwellings, and pocket neighbourhoods, as well as 
seniors and senior’s supportive housing and other compatible uses as described in Section 4.3, 
Policy #3 and Section 4.4, Policy #3 of the BFCP in the Northwest, Northeast and South Single 
Family Precincts – see Figure 6.  

 
2. Design residential areas with a network of pedestrian oriented streets on a modified grid road 

and block pattern to increase route options and connections.  Avoid subdivision layouts that 
incorporate single-access block and street patterns (cul-de-sacs and P-loops), and/or include 
crescent and T-intersection road configurations.  Limited consideration will be given to these 
street and block patterns where the subdivision layout in question adjacent to areas designated 
as Nature Conservation Areas.  

 
3. Design pedestrian scale block perimeters and block face lengths that result in a block and street 

structure with high connectivity, that balances pedestrian and bicycle comfort and mobility, 
transit accessibility (where appropriate), freight delivery, and automobile movement. 

 
4. Design and develop an urban spatial pattern of blocks and lots with a primarily east-west 

orientation in order to improve energy efficiency and to create the optimum conditions for the use 
of passive and active solar energy strategies for buildings, particularly for residential uses.  
Flexibility from this predominantly east-west orientation will be considered based on individual 
site constraints without the requirement for an amendment to this Plan.  

 
5. Configure the pedestrian scale block and local road patterns with a maximum block size length 

of 180 metres between two street cross-sections or intersections and on average between 150 
and 170 metres (measured between the inside curb faces of two cross streets) – see Figure 17 
and Figure 18.  Blocks that front arterial streets can extend beyond this maximum block size 
length provided they incorporate Mid-Block Pedestrian Cycling Links between the arterial street 
and local and collector roads at a spacing similar to the average block length of between 150 
and 170 metres.   
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Figure 16. Block Pattern Guideline Diagram for Single Family Precincts 
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6. Provide Mid-Block Local Road or Lane Links – public or quasi-private – for on-street/on-lane 
vehicle parking, vehicle travel both directions, as well as cycling and pedestrian facilities.  These 
public or quasi-private lanes should bisect blocks in one or two directions and achieve a fine-
grained grid pattern with lane corridors set at approximately 80 to 90 metres intervals (i.e., this is 
intended to achieve a sub-block vehicular access grid that is up to 180 metres on any one side and 
80 to 90 metres on adjoining sides). These Mid-Block Local Road or Lane Links should include 
parallel on-street/on-lane parking, separate pedestrian pathways and other lanescape features 
including trees and stormwater/rainwater lane runoff management measures. The rear property 
line of a lot that accommodates Single family, duplex, triplex and quadruplex dwellings should not 
border an Arterial, Collector or Local street. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 17. Block Pattern Guideline Diagram for Single Family Precincts 
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7. Provide Mid-Block Pedestrian Links that are barrier-free and clearly identifiable from the street to 
increase block permeability for active transportation modes.  These Pedestrian Links can be co-
located within the Mid-Block Local Road or Lane Links or be an independent, exclusive vehicle-
free corridors and would bisect blocks in one or two directions to achieve a sub-block active 
transportation grid that is available every 60 metres along the block and street structure. 

 
8. Design street, block and lot patterns to accommodate a street and lane structure with rear-

loaded lots that access off-street vehicle parking from the lane.  Incorporate a variety of design 
measures for street, block and lot patterns to preserve existing and/or provide new tree planting 
areas, to accommodate a mix of medium and large deciduous and coniferous trees throughout 
the lots, lanescape and streetscape to support a healthy neighbourhood forest, to integrate 
green rainwater and stormwater infrastructure (GRSI) to treat and manage runoff, and to provide 
a minimum of one on-street or on-lane parking space for each single family lot, depending in part 
on the road classification of the fronting street, a minimum of two (in total) on-street and/or on-
lane parking spaces for duplex, triplex and fourplex developments, and a minimum of 6 on-street 
parking spaces, on each of the public streets, for Pocket Neighbourhood development.    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Figure 18. Block Pattern Concept Illustration 
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9. Develop an interconnected collector and local road network that conforms to the street hierarchy 
of roads in the Single Family Precincts as delineated in the Circulation Concept Plan Map 5.  
Required roads within the Single Family Precincts include: 
West Single Family Precinct: 

a. 197A Street – new Collector Street – between 27 and 28 Avenues 

b. 27 Avenue – new Collector Street – between 196 and 200 Avenues 
East Single Family Precinct: 

d. 201 Street – new Collector Street – between 28 and 27 Avenues 

e. 202 Street – new Collector Street – between 28 and Fernridge Crescent 

f. 203 Street – new Collector Street – between 28 and 27 Avenues 

g. 27 Avenue – new Collector Street – between 200 and 204 Streets 

South Single Family Precinct: 
h. 198 Street – Collector Street – between 24 and 20 Avenues 

i. 199 Street – Local Street – between 23 and 20 Avenues 

j. 23 Avenue – Local Street – extending eastward from 198 Street 

k. 22 Avenue – Collector Street – between 198 and 200 Streets 

l. 18 Avenue – Local Street – between 196 and 198 Streets. 

Prohibit access to off-street vehicle parking as well as additional streets other than those listed 
here, to and from 200 Street and 24 Avenue.   

 
10. Establish a Neighbourhood Edge Greenway at the western boundary along 196 Street, between 

27 and 16 Avenues.  This policy does not apply to lands with a Single Family Residential 1 
designation that are adjacent to the municipal boundary with Surrey, between 22 and 20 Avenue 
corridors given steep terrain conditions, riparian areas, and the absence of 196 Street. 
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5.2 Parks and Nature Parks Spaces 
This Plan builds upon existing parks and nature spaces and establishes an enhanced network of 
parks and nature spaces that combined will contribute to a complete and livable neighbourhood in the 
Fernridge area.  These new parks and nature spaces further provide the neighbourhood with active 
and passive outdoor recreational opportunities to meet the needs of residents, employees and visitors 
alike.  Policies specific to Parks and Nature Park Spaces are as follows:  
 
Policies:  
 
1. Apply Policies #2, #3, #5, #6, #7 and #8, Section 5.1 of the Brookswood-Fernridge Community 

Plan (BFCP). 
 
2. Accommodate an additional 7.5 hectares (18.5 acres) of parks space in the form of 

Neighbourhood Parks and a Nature Park in the approximate locations within the neighbourhood 
as indicated on Map 2. 

 
 
5.2.1 Neighbourhood Parks  
Two new Neighbourhood Parks are to be accommodated in the initial phases of implementing and 
developing the Fernridge neighbourhood.  These neighbourhood parks will provide a variety of 
recreational opportunities, including sports fields, playgrounds and natural areas, along with new 
Elementary Schools.  The intent of these policies is to provide direction to ensure that the Neighbourhood 
Park sites, along with the Elementary Schools, are appropriately located, sized and configured, and that 
necessary access and connectivity to and from the park-elementary school site are sufficient and 
appropriate for the needs of the users.  Policies specific to a neighbourhood park are as follows:  
 
Policies:  
 
1. Provide two Neighbourhood Parks, both a minimum of 2.4 hectares (6 acres) in size, which will 

each form part of a combined neighbourhood park-elementary school site with a minimum size 
of 4.45 hectares (11 acres).  Locate one of the new Neighbourhood Parks within the vicinity of 
199 Street and 22 Avenue, and the other within the vicinity of 202 Street and 24 Avenue, as 
indicated on Map 2.  

 
2. Identify and secure, as provided for by development proponents, the Neighbourhood Park site 

along with the rezoning of all lands designated for residential development, as outlined in Policy 
#1, Section 8.2, General Prerequisites, of this Plan. 
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3. Ensure that the Neighbourhood Park and the adjoining Elementary School that comprise the 
joint park-elementary school site, are appropriately located to serve the intended purpose 
and to the acceptance of the Township of Langley and the Langley School District.  Obtain 
development approval information from development proponents, as requested pursuant to 
Section 485 (1)(b) Local Government Act (LGA) and submit said information along with 
application and payment of a zoning amendment application to the Township of Langley, 
pursuant to Section 487 (1)(a).  The purpose of the development approval information is to 
ensure lands appointed for the purposes of a joint neighbourhood park and elementary 
school site are indeed usable and appropriate for its intended use.  The development 
approval information shall consist of a biological site inventory and assessment as specified 
in Section 4.2, Policy #3 and a hydrogeological assessment report as specified in Section 
4.3, Policy #6 of this Plan. 

 
4. Use 0.4 hectares (1 acre) of the minimum of 2.4 hectares [6 acres] land dedicated required 

for each of the joint neighbourhood park-elementary school site as contributions to 
neighbourhood forestry in the form of a Terrestrial Nature Conservation Area, as outlined in 
Section 4.1 of the Plan.   

 
 
5.2.2 Nature Parks & Nature Park Spaces 
Nature Parks contribute to and are a hallmark of the small town character of the Fernridge area.  
Nature Parks are a space of distinction as they provide visual and physical public access to the unique 
natural features of the area.  Nature Parks in the Fernridge neighbourhood include natural landscapes 
and features – preserved, restored and enhanced – that provide many important ecological services, 
spaces of biodiversity and groundwater recharge, and serve as climate change adaptation and 
mitigation areas, as well as providing trails, protected zones, picnic spaces, education and historical 
commemoration, weather-protected seating, outdoor exercise spaces and generally an outdoor place 
of respite and refuge.  Policies specific to Nature Parks and Nature Park Spaces are as follows:  
 
Policies:  
 
1. Preserve the location and size of nature parks and nature park spaces, as delineated on Map 2, 

in the Fernridge area in perpetuity (Little Campbell River Nature Park + Little Campbell River 
Wetlands Nature Park). The only exception to the potential diminishment in the size to the Little 
Campbell River Wetlands Nature Park would be to accommodate road dedication for upgrading 
196 Street and the neighbourhood edge greenway.  

 
2. Provide an additional 2.63 hectares (6.5 acres) for nature park space in the Fernridge 

Neighbourhood.  Nature park spaces are considered part of the neighbourhood green 
infrastructure network (NGIN) but are not considered a Framework Element and, therefore, are 
not included as a Nature Conservation Areas, as delineated in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 of this Plan.  

 
3. Provide physical and visual public access with possible features such as trails, small picnic 

spaces, education and historical commemoration, weather-protected seating, and outdoor 
exercise spaces.  Nature and nature programming should remain the dominant feature of the 
nature parks and nature park spaces.   
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4. Prepare a Fernridge Nature Park Conservancy and Management Plan to guide the active 
management of the natural resources and systems for nature parks and nature park spaces to 
preserve, restore, enhance and maintain their functions, to deliver a wide array of ecological 
benefits and robust biodiversity, to enhance the well-being of neighbourhood residents, and to 
prioritize the needs and guidance for long-term maintenance and stewardship. 

 
5. Identify and secure the new nature park spaces through a variety of municipal funding sources 

and development land contributions. 
 
 
5.3 Greenways and Pedestrian/Cycling Connections 
The network of greenway and pedestrian connections in Fernridge is an important component of the 
mobility network for pedestrians, cyclists, scooterists and enthusiasts of other emerging nonmotorized 
mobility modes and a key recreational amenity. Along with the bicycle network described in Section 7, 
street greenways, creek greenways (trails), enhanced sidewalks, and pedestrian links provide 
continuous pedestrian connections between destinations within and beyond the plan area, and a range 
of easily accessible, recreational experiences. Some greenways also provide opportunities to integrate 
unique landscape and stormwater management features such as raingardens into the public realm. 
The specific locations of planned greenways and pedestrian connections are illustrated on Map 2. 
 
 
5.3.1 Street Greenways  
Street Greenways are wide landscaped boulevards along major roads which provide attractive and 
safe pedestrian and recreation cyclist connections throughout the community. Street Greenways 
connect pedestrians and cyclists with parks, natural areas, commercial nodes, neighbourhood 
amenities and services, as well as the integration with greenways in adjacent neighbourhoods, and 
connections to destinations beyond.  Policies specific to Street Greenways are as follows:  
 
Policies: 
 
1. Provide contiguous Street Greenways in the locations identified on Map 2.   
 
2. Construct Street Greenways within the required streetscape that is comprised of a portion of the 

road dedication as well as an additional 4.5 metre wide park dedication.  At a minimum the 
streetscape associated with Street Greenways includes on-street parking (except not on most 
Arterial Roads), curb, gutter, a three (3) metre multi-use concrete pathway, street trees, retained 
and new coniferous trees, understory plantings, surface drainage facilities (e.g., vegetated 
bioretention planters, swales and basins), at-, above- and below-grade utilities, and transit stops, 
among other possible space/use requirements. 

 
3. Provide safe street crossings for pedestrians and cyclists at key intersections. 
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4. Preserve existing, healthy trees, where technically feasible and preferentially for coniferous 
varieties (e.g., coast Douglas Fir), that are situated within the area of the new Street Greenways 
and associated streetscape, provided that those applicable features, outlined in Policy #2 of this 
Section above, are retained.  Increase the possibility of retaining more existing trees, specifically 
the preferential coniferous varieties, through variations in the streetscape design such as 
combining driveway entrance/exits and associated curb let-downs along a public road or more 
preferably the elimination of these along the streetscape altogether, the use of municipally-
approved, proprietary below-grade rainwater/stormwater treatment vaults in place of surface 
drainage facilities, providing curb bulges to accommodate trees – no more than a 10 percent of 
the block face (measured between the inside curb faces of two cross streets) – in order to 
provide appropriately-sized, sufficient on-street parking spaces, narrowing the width of the 
vehicle travel lanes (not including those of an Arterial road) and therefore expanding the 
dimensions of the streetscape to provide additional tree space, and modest changes in 
locations and design of transit stops.  

 
5. Incorporate a variety of coniferous – retained or new – tree species and varieties, that 

complement the usual deciduous street trees, along with understorey plantings.  Use appropriate 
retained and new trees and understorey plantings that will not interfere with the functionality of 
surface drainage facilities and other required features of the streetscape. 

 
6. Build appropriate and effective ‘connections’ and ‘tie-ins’ where the Street Greenways intersect 

with other pedestrian and cycling facilities and other types of Greenways and trails. 
 
7. Fund Street Greenways – land dedication costs plus additional construction costs – through the 

BFGR Amenity Zoning Policy. 
 
 
5.3.2 Neighbourhood Edge Greenways  
A Neighbourhood Edge Greenway is a linear feature with dense naturescaping, some elevation 
change elements (e.g., earthen berm) and hardscaping (e.g. pathways) that buffers and transitions 
between predominantly neighbourhood residential land uses and very different land use conditions.  In 
the Fernridge area, ‘municipal buffer’ version of the Neighbourhood Edge Greenway will be applied 
along the entire east side of the 196 Street corridor.  A ‘agriculture buffer’ version of the 
Neighbourhood Edge Greenway will be applied along the transition between neighbourhood 
residential areas and rural/agricultural lands.  Policies specific to Neighbourhood Edge Greenways are 
as follows:  
 

Policies: 
 
1. Provide contiguous Neighbourhood Edge Greenways in the locations identified on Map 2.   
 
2. Provide safe street crossings for pedestrians and cyclists at key intersections along the 

Neighbourhood Edge Greenway.   
 
3. Build appropriate and effective ‘connections’ and ‘tie-ins’ where the Neighbourhood Edge 

Greenways intersect with other pedestrian and cycling facilities and other types of 
Greenways and trails. 
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4. Incorporate a variety of coniferous – retained or new – tree species and varieties, that 
complement the usual deciduous street trees, along with understorey plantings.  Use appropriate 
retained and new trees and understorey plantings that will not interfere with the functionality of 
surface drainage facilities and other required features of the streetscape. 

 
‘Municipal Buffer’ Version 
5. Construct a ‘municipal buffer’ version of the Neighbourhood Edge Greenway along the east side 

of the 196 Street corridor within the required streetscape that is comprised of a portion of the 
road dedication as well as an additional 5.5 metre wide park dedication, as delineated on Map 2.   
At a minimum the streetscape associated with Neighbourhood Edge Greenways includes on-
street parking, curb, gutter, a three (3) metre multi-use concrete pathway, abundant street trees, 
retained and new coniferous trees, understory plantings, surface drainage facilities (e.g., 
vegetated bioretention planters, swales and basins), above-, at- and below-grade utilities, 
among other possible space/use requirements. 

 
6. Preserve existing, healthy trees, where technically feasible and preferentially for coniferous 

varieties (e.g., coast Douglas Fir), that are situated within the area of the new ‘municipal buffer’ 
Neighbourhood Edge Greenways and associated streetscape, provided that those applicable 
features, outlined in Policy #5 of this Section above, are retained.  Increase the possibility of 
retaining more existing trees, specifically the preferential coniferous varieties, through variations 
in the streetscape design such as combining driveway entrance/exits and associated curb let-
downs along a public road or more preferably the elimination of these along the streetscape 
altogether through the application of a rear-loaded block pattern, the use of municipally-
approved, proprietary below-grade rainwater/stormwater treatment vaults in place of surface 
drainage facilities, providing curb bulges to accommodate trees – no more than a 10 percent of 
the block face (measured between the inside curb faces of two cross streets) – in order to 
provide appropriately-sized areas as well as sufficient on-street parking spaces, narrowing the 
width of the vehicle travel lanes (not including those of an Arterial road) and therefore expanding 
the dimensions of the streetscape to provide additional tree space.  

 
‘Agriculture Buffer’ Version 
7. Establish a ‘agriculture buffer’ version of the Neighbourhood Edge Greenway along the 

neighbourhood rural/agriculture interface.  There are two types of conditions along the interface 
that require different responses.  The first interface type (road) is adjacent to a road dedicated 
and constructed to an appropriate standard.  This interface type shall include a 7.5 metre wide 
vegetated buffer on the outside of and adjacent to the road allowance/dedication, on the 
neighbourhood side.  At a minimum the streetscape associated with Neighbourhood Edge 
Greenways includes on-street parking, curb, gutter, a 1.8 metre multi-use concrete pathway, 
abundant street trees, retained and new coniferous trees, understory plantings, surface drainage 
facilities (e.g., vegetated bioretention planters, swales and basins), above-, at- and below-grade 
utilities, among other possible space/use requirements.  The second interface type (non-road) is 
situated along a shared property line between neighbourhood residential lands and 
rural/agriculture lands.  This interface type shall include a 15 metre wide vegetated buffer on the 
neighbourhood side.   
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8. Include the required land to accommodate the ‘municipal interface’ and the ‘rural interface’ 
versions of the Neighbourhood Edge Greenways as Corridor Nature Conservation Areas as 
outlined in Sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 of this Plan.   

 
 
5.3.3 Nature Corridor Greenway 
A Nature Corridor Greenway is a linear space that provides protected wildlife habitat, facilitates 
movement of wildlife between habitat areas and contributes to the neighbourhood’s green 
infrastructure network in the form of a nature conservation corridor.  The purpose of the Nature 
Corridor Greenway is to maintain, restore, enhance habitat connectivity and reduce genetic isolation 
among wildlife populations so that these communities continue to fulfill their ecological, social and 
economic functions and to aid in the reduction of human wildlife conflict, improving awareness, safety 
and reducing collisions.  Policies for the Nature Corridor Greenway are as follows: 
 
Policies: 
 
1. Provide a contiguous Nature Corridor Greenway in the approximate location identified on Map 2.   
 
2. Avoid locating the Nature Corridor Greenway near either public and private roads nor drive 

aisles when oriented parallel with said roads or drive aisles.   
 
3. Construct the Nature Corridor Greenway thirty (30) metres wide on average.  The Nature 

Corridor Greenway includes a restored and enhanced corridor which is richly planted with 
retained and new native trees – specifically, coniferous tree species – and native understorey 
plantings that provide sources of food and cover, and support high wildlife value and biodiversity, 
plus a three (3) metre wide multi-use asphalt pathway and seating, situated in the outer 
perimeter on one side, and the use, at collector and arterial road crossing, of wildlife tunnels 
who’s design provides natural light infiltration for it’s entire length. 

 
4. Determine the exact location of the Nature Corridor Greenway on a development site by using 

the biological site inventory information requirements, identified in Section 4.2, Policy #2 and the 
hydrogeological assessment report and aquafer protection plan information requirements, 
identified in Section 4.3, Policy #6 to guide decision making.  Prioritize as a means of 
determining the exact location of the Nature Corridor Greenway the preservation of existing, 
healthy trees and tree stands, where technically feasible and preferentially for coniferous 
varieties (e.g., coast Douglas Fir) and quality groundwater recharge areas on the development 
site in question.  Locational decision for other development sites will also be a consideration in 
determining the exact location of the Nature Corridor Greenway.   

 
5. Allow modest sections of the Nature Corridor Greenway (the length of the 10 metres or less and 

spaced a minimum of 50 metres apart) to decrease the width to no less that twenty (20) metres, 
provided that an average total width of 30 metres is maintained and the connectivity for nature 
and recreation purposes is continuous.   The development of the Nature Corridor Greenway may 
be divided evenly between two properties or development sites,  
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6. Preserve existing, healthy trees and tree stands, where technically feasible and preferentially for 
coniferous varieties (e.g., coast Douglas Fir).  Any change from the approximate alignment 
shown on Map 2 to increase opportunities to preserve existing, healthy trees – specific to 
conifers – can be realigned through areas of the neighbourhood provided that there is no net 
loss of habitat, and alignment locations at the neighbourhood plan edges are basically retained.   

 
7. Build appropriate and effective ‘connections’ and ‘tie-ins’ where the Nature Corridor Greenways 

intersect with other pedestrian and cycling facilities and other types of Greenways and trails. 
 
8. Fund the portion of the Nature Corridor Greenway located within the Plan boundary through the 

BFGR Amenity Zoning Policy. 
 
 
5.3.4 Aquatic Greenways and Trails 
Aquatic Greenways are off-street trails within a landscaped corridor that runs adjacent to existing 
waterbodies and associated natural vegetated buffer areas. These multi-use pathways accommodate 
both pedestrians and cyclists and can be used for both recreation and commuting purposes.  Policies 
specific to aquatic greenways are as follows:  
 
Policies:  
 
1. Provide Aquatic Greenways in the locations identified on Map 2.  
 
2. Construct Aquatic Greenways six (6) metres wide on average.  The Aquatic Greenway is part of 

a preserved, restored and enhanced riparian corridor adjacent to waterbodies, preserved by the 
Streamside Protection and Enhancement Development Permit Area (DPA), as defined and 
administrated by Schedule 3 of the Township of Langley Official Community Plan, Bylaw 1979 
No. 1842, of various types – watercourses, wetlands, ponds, lakes – which is richly planted with 
retained and new native trees – specifically, coniferous tree species – and native understorey 
plantings that provide sources of food and cover, and support high wildlife value and biodiversity, 
plus a three (3) metre wide multi-use asphalt pathway and seating, situated in the outer 
perimeter of the required riparian areas, and a 1.5 metre vegetated buffer on either side of the 
pathway.  In situations where the Terrestrial Nature Conservation Area, a requirement of the 
Plan, is added to the riparian area of a protected waterbody, the Aquatic Greenway will be 
relocated to remain in the outer perimeter of the combined riparian area plus the Nature 
Conservation Area that is added. 

 
3. Build appropriate and effective ‘connections’ and ‘tie-ins’ where the Aquatic Greenways intersect 

with other pedestrian and cycling facilities and other types of Greenways. 
 
4. Fund Aquatic Greenways – construction costs – through the BFGR Amenity Zoning Policy. 
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5.3.5 Enhanced Sidewalks 
Enhanced Sidewalks are suitable in areas where short distances of strictly hard-surface pedestrian 
and cyclist connections are required, such as on clear-span bridge structures or for traversing across 
over-sized culvert areas for watercourse crossings, that connect other types of greenways and other 
pedestrian/ cycling infrastructure.  Enhanced Sidewalks are designed to accommodate a 3-metre wide 
multi-use pathway.  Enhanced Sidewalks are not funded through the BFGR Amenity Zoning Policy.  
Policies specific for Enhanced Sidewalks are as follows:  
 
Policies:  
 
1. Provide Enhanced Sidewalks – a multi-use pathway – at locations where a greenway crosses a 

clear span bridge or similar.   
 
2. Construct Enhanced Sidewalks to be a continuous three (3) metre wide multi-use pathway. 
 
 
5.3.6 Mid-Block Lane and Pedestrian Links  
Mid-Block Lane and Pedestrian Links provide connection through developments and subdivisions, to 
and from greenways and trails, schools and bike routes within and outside the Plan area as well as 
through areas where public access along other mobility corridors and routes is widely spaced. The 
location for the Mid-Block Lane and Pedestrian Links, as conceptually represented in Sections 6.1.1 
and 6.1.2, is not intended to be interpreted literally but approximately.  The intent of these policies is to 
secure additional connection points through development to increase the walkability and permeability 
of the neighbourhood and to improve connections with adjacent neighbourhoods and destinations.  
Mid-Block Lane and Pedestrian Links are not funded through the BFGR Amenity Zoning Policy.  
Policies specific for the Mid-Block Pedestrian Links are as follows:  
 
Policies:  
 
1. Provide Mid-Block Lane and Pedestrian Links, which are a minimum three (3) metre wide, 

shared use, hard-surface (e.g., concrete, asphalt) pathway, as conceptually represented in 
Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 or required elsewhere and pursuant to this Plan. 

 
2. Design entrances to Mid-Block Lane and Pedestrian Links so that they are visible and will be 

interpreted as a ‘public’ pathway.  Build appropriate and effective ‘connections’ and ‘tie-ins’ to 
facilitate this ‘interpretation’ where the Mid-Block Lane and Pedestrian Links intersect with other 
pedestrian and cycling facilities and other types of Greenways.  
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5.4 Heritage  
In 2012, Township Council endorsed a Heritage Strategy that outlines the strategic goals and actions 
for heritage to 2022.  The Strategy recognizes the importance of Langley’s historic and archaeological 
resources, its rural lands, and its natural and cultural landscapes, in developing complete sustainable 
communities, and identifies nine goals and a number of actions to be implemented over ten years. The 
following actions would apply to resources identified in the Fernridge Neighbourhood:  
 
 Identify built, natural and cultural landscape heritage sites, and policies for conserving them 

during the neighbourhood plan process; and 
 
 Preserve, protect and celebrate significant historical resources that illustrate Langley’s range of 

heritage values. 
 
In 2021, Township Council received the Township of Langley Archaeological Overview Assessment 
(AOA), that included the identification of two First Nations trails that diagonally traversed through what 
is now referenced as the Brookwood-Fernridge area.  To commemorate this travel route, established 
and used by First Nations, and later used by early settlers, a Semiahmoo Trail has been envisioned 
and delineated in this Fernridge Neighbourhood Plan.  The intent of these policies is to guide the 
commemoration of archaeological resources and natural and cultural landscapes that have heritage 
values as they relate to the Fernridge area. 
 
Policies: 
 
1. Apply Policies #1 thru #7, Section 5.5 of the Brookswood-Fernridge Community Plan. 
 
2. Preserve and restore the Fernridge Hall heritage building and site for the benefit of the 

community. 
 

3. Secure an additional 1.5 acres of land area to add to the Fernridge Hall heritage site.   
 
4. Ensure archaeological sites – physical remains of past human activity – are documented and 

protected as mandated by the Heritage Conservation Act and assisted by the Township of 
Langley’s Archaeological Site Protection policy and associated Guidelines for Archaeological 
Chance Find Management.  

 
 
5.5 Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design 
The safety and security of residents are an important component of any liveable community. Safety 
and security are considered not only in terms of personal physical safety (i.e. crime and threats to 
personal property), but also in terms of safety for pedestrians, cyclists and motorist.  
 
The way in which we design our communities and public spaces, allow for new development and 
encourage interaction amongst the public can impact personal safety and the ability of law 
enforcement to reduce crime within a community. This approach to development planning, which 
seeks to reduce opportunities for crime, is called “Crime Prevention through Environmental Design” 
(CPTED), the principles of which include the following:  
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• Territoriality - fostering residents’ interaction, vigilance, and control over their neighbourhood  

• Surveillance - maximizing the ability to spot suspicious people and activities  

• Activity support - encouraging the intended use of public space by residents  

• Hierarchy of space - identifying ownership by delineating private space from public space through 
real or symbolic boundaries  

• Access control/target hardening - using physical barriers, security devices and tamper- resistant 
materials to restrict entrance  

• Environment - making a design or location decision that takes into account the surrounding 
environment and minimizing the use of space by conflicting groups  

• Image/Maintenance - ensuring that a building or area is clean, well-maintained, and graffiti- free  
 
The intent of the policies aligns with the spirit of the CPTED principles.  As development within 
Fernridge occurs over time, planning staff should verify that land development proposals comply with 
CPTED principles prior to approval.  Policies specific for the application of CPTED principles to land 
development proposals and relevant infrastructure projects are as follows: 
 
 
Policies: 
 
1. Require all development, except for single family only proposals, and infrastructure projects to 

provide a CPTED Assessment, including design recommendations, as part of applications and 
project designs and prior to First Reading of the Zoning Bylaw Amendment, or as part of a 
Development Permit if no rezone is part of the development proposal.  

 
2. New developments should be designed to provide “eyes on the street” through the placement of 

windows, porches, balconies, and street-level uses. Blank walls should be avoided. Design should 
allow for casual surveillance of all streets, parks, children’s play areas and other public spaces.  

 
3. Adequate lighting should be provided for all streets, lanes, parking areas, parks, trails, as 

appropriate, and building entrances to enhance the sense of safety and personal security. In 
places with high pedestrian traffic, pedestrian scale lighting should be provided.  

 
4. Landscaping and fencing should be designed to avoid the creation of blind spots or hiding places.  

 
5. Site design should allow for clear sightlines between parking areas, public sidewalks, and building 

entrances. 
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6.0 Mo 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mobility networks are vital places in neighbourhoods and communities and include sidewalks and 
trails, bike-routes, greenways, transit routes and streets of many varieties.   These mobility networks 
are the common space where the neighbourhood is woven together.  Mobility spaces are where 
children learn to ride bicycles, neighbours meet, couples stroll, and have an evening ride.  They allow 
us to get to work and school, run errands, participate in cultural and recreational activities, and live our 
daily lives.  Mobility networks are the connective tissue of the built environment, contributing to the 
health, well-being, and livability of the neighbourhood. 
 
Mobility networks are also the point of access to our businesses, homes, parks, and institutions. They 
provide for the delivery of goods to our stores and businesses, enable fire, police, and paramedic 
services to respond to emergences, accommodate the public transit systems and provide important 
corridors for electricity, telecommunications, and water, sanitary and rainwater drainage utilities.  
Mobility networks that provide a range of transportation options for people are also a key building 
block and mainstay of walkable neighbourhoods that contribute to community livability, lower green 
gas emissions and provide healthier lifestyles. 
 
Complete Livable Streets 
Complete livable streets are a fundamental component of mobility networks and are designed to 
consider the needs of all users, such as people who walk, bicycle, take transit or drive, and people of 
varying ages and degrees of ability. They also consider other uses like sidewalk cafés, street furniture, 
street trees and other plantings, greenways, utilities, stormwater management, and many other uses 
and features.  
 
While not every type of use or user may be accommodated on every street, the goal is to build great 
new neighbourhoods with a well-functioning street network that supports and sustains our quality of 
life.  Complete livable streets ensure that social, economic and environmental priorities are integrated 
in street planning and design.   Complete livable streets come in many shapes and forms, and there is 
no one-size-fits all outcome.  However, all adhere to a series of underlying principles.  Policies specific 
to Complete Livable Streets are as follows:  
 
 
 
 

6.0 MOBILITY + TRANSPORTATION 
INFRASTRUCTURE 
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6.1 Network 
Policies: 
 
1. Design each aspect, as relevant and applicable, of the mobility network to incorporate the 

following: 
a. Design to accommodate all users – Complete livable streets provide appropriate space for 

all street users to coexist.  Depending the road and land use type, complete livable street 
design should accommodate a range of users including pedestrians, bicyclists, transit users, 
automobiles, and commercial vehicles.  

b. Design for safety – The safety of all street users, especially the most vulnerable users 
(children, the elderly, and differently-abled) and modes (pedestrians, bicyclists, mobility-
device users) should be paramount in any complete livable street design. The safety of 
streets can be dramatically improved through appropriate geometric design and operations. 

c. Prioritize pedestrian movement – Complete livable streets are built to pedestrian scale and 
privilege pedestrian movements, recognizing the critical role pedestrians play in 
neighbourhood vitality and because all trips include a pedestrian component.  

d. Complement surrounding land uses, environment, and community – Complete livable 
streets respect the surrounding built and natural environment. Well-designed streets 
promote travel speeds, modes, and sidewalk activities that are desired and appropriate for 
the surrounding context. 

e. Incorporate green design – Complete livable streets should incorporate neighbourhood 
green infrastructure such as neighbourhood forestry, which includes street trees, greenway 
plantings and trees including retention of existing trees, and private front yard landscaping 
and trees, as well as rainwater, stormwater and groundwater management practices to 
simultaneously improve mobility environments for all users, mitigate the environmental 
impact of runoff and other transportation impacts, and contribute to climate change 
mitigation and adaptation.  

f. Create public spaces – Complete livable streets promote streets as public spaces and 
incorporate designs to maximize social and economic activity. 

 
2. Provide new streets and street extensions, as identified on Map 5, to support neighbourhood 

development to accommodate multi-modal permeability, circulation and connections. The design 
of new streets and lanes will be guided by the Master Transportation Plan, the Subdivision and 
Development Servicing Bylaw, the Engineering Services Plan for the neighbourhood, policies of 
this Plan, the Public + Publicly-Accessible Space Pattern Book and other relevant municipal 
policies, guidelines and bylaws. 

 
3. Design streetscapes with features and finishes based on the Brookswood-Fernridge Public + 

Publicly-Accessible Space Pattern Book. 
 
4. Require the creation of rear lanes for development that fronts arterial streets.  
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5. Establish a connected multi-modal transportation grid that supports connectivity and walkability 
with smaller blocks, greenways and trails, new streets and street extensions, lanes (for parking, 
loading and servicing access) and Mid-Block and Pedestrian Links to achieve the targeted 
maximum block length outlined in the Plan. 

 
6. Seek the provision of additional public rights-of way on all existing streets, in accordance with 

the Zoning Bylaw, Subdivision and Development Servicing Bylaw, the Engineering Services Plan 
for this neighbourhood and policies of this Plan as part of development for sidewalk widening, 
greenways, cycling facilities, transit passenger facilities, street widening, on-street parking 
provision and elements for and specific to particular street frontage types.   

 
7. Require trucks to use designated routes as set out in the Street and Traffic Bylaw, except where 

necessary to access their destinations. 
 
6.2 Walking 
Policies: 
 
1. Provide publicly-accessible, Mid-Block and Pedestrian Links and statutory right-of-way through 

or adjacent to new development to improve pedestrian connectivity and accessibility. These Mid-
Block Links must be safe, barrier-free and clearly identifiable from the street, and located in a 
manner to achieve the block pattern guidelines outlined in the Plan. 

 
2. Establish a pedestrian-friendly public realm through streetscape and pedestrian route finishes 

throughout the Plan area.  These streetscape and pedestrian route finishes improvements will 
include features such as rainwater/stormwater management facilities, wide sidewalks, corner 
bulges, Mid-Block and Pedestrian Links and crossings, street furniture, pedestrian-oriented 
lighting and continuous weather protection in the Community Activity Precinct. 

 
3. Provide a universally accessible, safe and barrier-free pedestrian routes and environment on 

public streets, greenways, trails, including during periods of construction. 
 

4. Provide pedestrian routes that connect school sites with parks, open spaces, recreation facilities 
and residential areas to create greater opportunities for children and youth to safely walk in the 
neighbourhood.  

 
5. Locate all above-ground infrastructure, (e.g., utility kiosks, traffic-signal boxes, fire hydrants, 

street and pedestrian lighting), in the furnishing and service zone between the curb and the 
sidewalk, etc. In no case shall this infrastructure intrude into the through movement zone or 
create barriers for accessibility.  

 
6. Provide additional pedestrian crossings of arterial streets and include, where feasible, measures 

that reduce crossing distance, and improve safety and visibility for pedestrians. 
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6.3 Cycling 
Policies: 
 
1. Improve intersection crossings for cyclists along identified bicycle routes and various types of 

greenways. 
 
2. Provide additional cycling routes, as identified on Map 6.  
 
3. Provide public bicycle parking and bike share facilities at strategic destinations, as well as 

throughout the Community Activity Precinct, and at schools, civic facilities and parks.  
 
4. Encourage end-of-trip cycling facilities such as showers, lockers and change areas as part of 

commercial developments.  
 
5. Collaborate with the City of Surrey to provide a seamless and complete cycling network between 

the Fernridge neighbourhood area and the Campbell Heights employment area.  
 
6. Collaborate with TransLink to implement secure bike parkades at the transit stop(s) that are 

located in the immediate vicinity of the Commercial Activity Node.  
 
7. Prepare a cycling Wayfinding Plan through additional signs and kiosks as new development 

occurs.  
 
8. Provide cyclist linkages that connect school sites with parks, open spaces, recreation facilities 

and residential areas to create greater opportunities for children and youth to safely cycle in the 
Fernridge Neighbourhood.  

 
9. Provide physically separated cycling facilities for all ages, genders and abilities. 
 
 
6.4 Transit 
Policies: 
 
1. Continue to work with TransLink to review opportunities to achieve optimal transit service 

coverage and frequency in order to meet user demand as population increase over time.  This 
includes new routes, appropriate frequencies on existing routes and more direct services to 
connect the neighbourhood to rapid transit stations. 

 
2. Collaborate with TransLink to improve transit system reliability through its Bus Speed and 

Reliability Program.  
 

3. Enhance transit stops with pedestrian amenities and weather protection through improved 
lighting, benches, shelters, and in some situations, awnings as part of the frontage 
improvements required by new development. 
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4. Provide and protect space on streetscapes along existing and possible future transit routes for 
stops and other transit infrastructure and facilities to support mobility choice. 

 
 
6.5 Parking and Loading 
Policies: 
 
1. Encourage shared, common off-street non-residential (including civic and institutional) parking to 

serve multiple users and destinations in the Commercial Activity Node, where deemed 
appropriate.  

 
2. Encourage parking turnover and efficient use of on-street and off-street parking in the 

Commercial Activity Node, through the implementation of a variety of parking management 
strategies (e.g., time limits and pricing).  

 
3. Locate all off-street parking for residential development in the Community Activity Precinct to be 

underground or concealed within a building.  
 
4. Implement flexible curbside management practices in the Community Activity Precinct area to 

facilitate a variety of street uses (e.g., short-term home delivery services, short-term residential 
loading, food trucks).  

 
5. Facilitate sufficient vehicular drop-off/pick-up facilities as part of the site design for schools and 

childcare/minding facility uses.  
 
6. Locations of loading access points and loading spaces should minimize impacts on the 

pedestrian and cycling environment (e.g., through use of lanes and off-street loading spaces).   
Loading spaces should be located in the rear and not along nor adjacent to Mandatory Street 
Frontage or Secondary Street Frontage areas.   
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7.0 FINANCIAL STRATEGY  
 
 
 
 
The Fernridge Neighbourhood Plan financial strategy is intended to assist in the orderly, cost effective, 
and equitable development of the neighbourhood. It is based on principles that the Township will not 
finance, nor assume a financial risk, in the provision of engineering services required for development. 
As such, water, sanitary sewer, drainage, highway services, and parks are to be solely funded through 
the collection of Development Cost Charges (DCCs) or other appropriate cost recovery mechanisms. 
Finally, it is the responsibility of property owners and/or the proponents of development to frontend the 
construction of engineering services and parks. To assist in this regard, the Township may consent to 
enter into cost recovery agreements.  
 
DCCs are levied against new development to assist in the financing of new servicing infrastructure 
and amenities required by, and benefiting, new development. The Township’s Development Cost 
Charge Bylaw sets DCC rates for each engineering service and for parks and describes when and 
how they are to be paid. Rates are uniform across the Township so that similar developments are 
levied the same rate regardless of their location.  In principle, DCCs collected must balance with 
required expenditures. However, in the Township’s context, they may exceed or be in deficit within an 
individual neighbourhood.  
 
Infrastructure which is eligible to be funded with DCC revenue is identified in the Township of 
Langley’s 20-year DCC program.  
 
The Township has infrastructure financing policies in place and has previously negotiated specific 
agreements to permit property owners to receive DCC credits to assist in the cost recovery of DCC 
works that they have constructed. Given the high cost of the sanitary sewer, drainage, highway, and 
municipal water facilities required to permit development, the Township may provide opportunities to 
the property owners to achieve cost recovery. 
 
Several cost recovery mechanisms are available for consideration, including Latecomer Agreements, 
Development Works Agreement (DWA), DCC rebates/credits and Development Cost Charges 
Frontender Agreements (DCCFA).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7.0 FINANCIAL STRATEGY 
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Each of these offers the ability for frontending property owners to potentially recover their 
infrastructure investments. However, it is critical that all agreements are structured to provide sufficient 
time for property owners to potentially fully recover the costs of providing infrastructure. It is therefore 
recommended that the Township approve agreements with 10 – 15 year horizons. The Township 
gains from these agreements by acquiring municipal infrastructure which benefits the broader 
community without the financial risks typically associated with development.  
 
As indicated earlier, the Fernridge Neighbourhood Plan also includes several amenities to be funded 
through the BFGR Amenity Zoning Bylaw. These amenities include:  

• Pocket Park,  

• Greenways of various types,  

• Neighbourhood Gateways, and  

• Public Art.  
 
To provide funding for the construction of these amenities, the Township will require that new 
developments contribute an amenity cost at time of rezoning. The Township strives to have relative 
equality in amenity costs between neighbourhoods. The funding approach to Amenity Costs is 
identified in the BFGR Amenity Zoning Policy 
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8.1 Introduction 
Development of the Fernridge neighbourhood shall proceed based on contributions to the 
development of arterial road infrastructure, communal drainage facilities, a combined elementary 
school and neighbourhood park, and proximity to existing neighbourhoods.   
 
8.2  General Prerequisites 
Prior to the adoption of a zoning bylaw amendment in the Fernridge Neighbourhood Plan as identified 
on Map 2, the following general prerequisites shall be completed to the satisfaction of the Township: 
 
Policies: 
  
1. Identify and provide joint elementary school (ES) and neighbourhood park (NP) site in each of 

the two Phasing Areas – Fernridge West ES-NP and Fernridge East ES-NP – as shown on 
Figure 19 (following page) to the acceptance of the Township of Langley and the Langley School 
District, subject to other provisions of this Plan, before any development may occur in that 
Phase, apart from non-residential developments and seniors housing, as defined by the 
Township of Langley Zoning Bylaw 1987, 2500, as amended from time to time.   

 
2. Construct community stormwater/rainwater detention sites and facilities for an entire drainage 

catchment, to the acceptance of the General Manager of Engineering, in advance of any 
development.  Drainage catchment areas, as well as more spatial and engineering details are 
provided in the Engineering Services Plan.  Interim on-site detention will not be permitted. 

 
3. Require all development applications to include land that has at least one continuous property 

line measuring a minimum of 100 metres in length, directly adjacent to a designated Arterial 
Road as delineated in Map 1.  The required works and services, as defined by this Plan, the 
associated Engineering Services Plan, the Township of Langley’s Subdivision and Development 
Servicing Bylaw and other relevant bylaws, for the construction of the Arterial Road must be 
completed as part of the development or as part of the first phase of any multi-phased 
development.  Implementation of this policy will continue until such time as all designated 
Arterial Roads in the Neighbourhood Plan area are completed or have been granted approval for 
completion.  Non-Arterial fronting development applications could proceed at that time.   

8.0  GROWTH AND CHANGE 
MANAGEMENT 
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4. Prioritize development applications, as guided by Policy #7, Section 10.1, BFCP, that include 
land within 800 metres of boundary between the mature suburban neighbourhoods of 
Brookswood – roughly defined west to east by 33A Avenue to 200 Street to 36 Avenue.  
Implementation of this policy will continue until such time as roughly two-thirds of the 
developable land has completed construction or is in the process of construction or has been 
approved for construction, the prioritization area could be expanded by an additional 800 metres 
– a total of 1,600 metres from said boundary.   

 
5. Provide temporary transportation infrastructure ‘connections’ and ‘tie-ins’ for all modes of travel – 

pedestrian, cycling, transit, vehicles – between new and existing transportation infrastructure.  
This shall result in a more gradual and effective transitions between new and existing 
infrastructure that does not end abruptly at the property line or public right of way.  These 
transportation infrastructure ‘connections’ and ‘tie-ins’ will vary from development project to 
development project but will be guided by the principles of ‘just enough’ for a gradual, safe and 
effective transition for each mode and limit, as practically possible, the amount of ‘throw-away’ 
when the temporary is replaced by final improvements.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 19. Elementary School-Neighbourhood Park Phasing Areas 
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6. Major roads and engineering services, including drainage, water, and sanitary sewer, storm 
detention ponds, and road dedications, widenings and rights-of-way must be provided and 
extended (at no cost to the Township) to accommodate the proposed development. Various 
means of recovering servicing costs, such as Latecomer Agreements, Development Works 
Agreement (DWA), DCC rebates/credits and Development Cost Charges Frontender 
Agreements (DCCFA) may be considered, where applicable, to the acceptance of the Township. 

 
8.3 Development Prerequisites in the Neighbourhood Activity Precinct 
Prior to Council’s consideration of first and second reading of a zoning bylaw amendment in the 
Neighbourhood Activity Precinct (see Section 5.1.1) – areas designated for Commercial Village and 
Rowhome + Townhome in this Plan – the following shall be completed to the satisfaction of the 
Township: 
 
1. Prepare a Comprehensive Development Plan (CDP), to the acceptance of the General Manager 

of Community Development and at the expense of the proponent, that aligns with the Vision 
Statement and Guiding Principles of the Brookswood-Fernridge Community Plan and the 
Neighbourhood Goals and policies of this Neighbourhood Plan for the entire Neighbourhood 
Activity Precinct (see Section 5.1.1).  The CDP will include, but is not limited to, an illustrative 
plan and associated statements that detail the spatial structure and design features of the 
Neighbourhood Activity Precinct including building types and tenures, access and movement, 
building massing, form, layout and height, streetscape design and landscaping, parking and 
loading, nature conservation areas, stormwater detention, integration of greenways and other 
amenities, energy conservation measures, and development and servicing phasing.  

 
8.4 Specific Development Prerequisites 
The following development prerequisites must be resolved to the satisfaction of the Township prior 
to adoption of a zoning bylaw amendment. This list is not deemed to be exhaustive, as other 
requirements may be added based on site specific conditions and changes to Township bylaws, 
policies and procedures. 
 
1. Enter into a servicing agreement with the Township to secure required road and utility 

upgrades/extensions, and a stormwater management plan in accordance with the servicing 
provision of this neighbourhood plan together with existing servicing standards as set out in the 
Township’s Subdivision and Development Servicing Bylaw as amended from time to time. 

 
2. Compliance with the Erosion and Sediment Control Bylaw as amended from time to time, 

including provision of an erosion and sediment control plan, to the acceptance of the Township. 
 
3. Secure road dedications and widening in accordance with the Subdivision and Development 

Servicing Bylaw, the relevant Engineering Services Plan and the Master Transportation Plan as 
amended from time to time, to the acceptance of the Township. 

 
4. Compliance with Schedule I (Tree Protection) of the Subdivision and Development Servicing Bylaw 

as amended from time to time, including provision of a final tree management plan incorporating 
tree retention, replacement and protection details, to the acceptance of the Township. 
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5. Transfer any designated greenway, trail, or any other greenspace as shown on the land use plan 
to the Township, or as determined by the Township. 

 
6. Implementation of environmental protection as outlined within the plan and/or by Department of 

Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) including transfer of environmental non-disturbance areas to the 
Township for environmental protection purposes. 

 
7. Provide a Stage 1 Preliminary Site Investigation (Environmental), to the acceptance of the 

Township, where land is proposed to be transferred or provided by right-of-way to the Township 
for conservation, park, greenway and/or trail use. If any indicators of site contamination are 
found during this initial assessment, further investigation will be required to confirm the 
existence, type and extent of contamination, and provide recommendations regarding remedial 
work. A Certificate of Compliance (or equivalent) will be required to be submitted to and 
accepted by the Township. All remedial work will be at the sole cost of the proponent. 

 
8. Secure (through the Servicing Agreement) fencing for all developments that abut the greenways, 

parks, edge buffers, and environmental areas to municipal standard and to the acceptance of 
the Township. 

 
9. Secure an age friendly amenity area in accordance with the Township’s Zoning Bylaw as 

amended from time to time and to the acceptance of the Township. 
 
10. Restore/relocate or use other means of treatment of heritage resources listed within the plan to 

the satisfaction of the Township. 
 
11. Secure public access right-of-way through detached condominium strata developments for green 

links, roads, and sidewalks only. Public access shall not extend to on-street parking. No public 
access is to be granted for private entrances onto the green links. 

 
12. Register a restrictive covenant on title preventing detached condominium strata developments from 

constructing or placing any barriers – physical or psychological (i.e. fences, gates, signage. etc.); 
 
13. Register restrictive covenants that may include, but are not limited to: 

a.  Non-disturbance setbacks; 
b.  Driveway access/ location; 
c.  Building setback restrictions; 
d.  Restriction of on-street parking; and 
e.  Exterior Design Control Agreement for single family developments. 

 
14. Register a restrictive covenant on title for the maintenance and upkeep of the green links and 

ecological buffers. The covenant shall address preventing developments construction or 
placement of any barriers – physical or psychological (i.e. fences, gates, signage, etc.) that 
would prevent or discourage public access through the green links; and 

 
15. Pay rezoning, development permit and neighbourhood planning fees and amenity fees in 

accordance with the BFGR Amenity Zoning Policy as amended from time to time.  
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MAP 1 | Land Use Plan 
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MAP 2 | Parks, Open Space and Neighbourhood Facilities 
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MAP 3 | Environment 
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MAP 4 | Habitable Basement Overlays 
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MAP 5 | Road Network Concept 
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MAP 6 | Cycle Network Concept 
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